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Standard, Est, April, 1884.
Register, Est May, ISA.
; IS NEAR A CLOSE
•
•.) e Evans Concludes
Court With Today
THE FINAL WORK TO
BE CONZIX-nnrinn.
a
1. H. Williams ConActed of Raising
a Bill and H. B. Duncan Sen-
tenced to Five Years.
FRANKLIN-WHITEHEAD
DAMAGE SUIT AMENDED.
Today Judge Walter Evans. will
finish the business in the United
States court and try to get iway for
Louisville at noon, if possible, cehec-
wise be and the balance of the offic-
ials in attendance will depart tonight
at ino o'clock. Nearby everything
isedone with and matters will be
quickly wound up. s i Me. Fitzgerald is one of the mov-
One of the itriportant mittens the ing lights of the‘Alexander club, of
Judge will take. up this morning is Cairo, and stated that Monday night
the steamer City of Chattanooga case. the board of directors voted to erect
wherein he will pass on the report of a fine $35,000 club building that will
Special Commissioner J. Campbell be handsomely equipped with every-
Fe.ornoy regarding precedence of thing necessary for a swell, up-to-date
claims. There are many exceptionslorgarsigation of this kine They have
e filled to the opinion of the commis- something like 200 members, the
4 *once and the coon wilb dispose of leeding people of that town, and are
this. itaking great interest in their coining
The steamer Chattanooga was the i gnarteno that will eclipse anything
one which sank twenty miles above in Southern Illinois.
Ihere in the Tennessee river, on strike .nle Fitzgerald is manager for this
ing a reef of rock three years ago. section of the country for the Pabst
She was raised anti repaired, but the, Brewing company, and has many Pa-
creditors got after the owners so live-Ithscah friends who always welcome
ly the steamer bad to be put up and him to the city.
sold, in order to derive money write)
which to pay off the suit. filed Locate in Hot Springs.
*onset the parties controlling her. Mk John Dicke is in the city
Wben there arose the question as to Paring to move his family to
-----"1tAbUCLA.11, KY., WEDNESDAY. MORNING, NOVEMBER 22, 1965.
POPOW •
MR. FITZGERALD SAYS HEeli
xCOMING NEXT YEAR WITH
leGORE HORSES.
Cairo is Preparing to Put Up Ele-
gant Building for Alexander
Club Quarters.
•
Yesterday there arrived in the city
from Cairo Mr. E. P. Fitzgerald, the
well known horseman, who was here
during the recent horse show with
several of his fine animals from the
Egyptian city. Jile captured a
be:- of prizes while in the city with 4011
excellent animals and states that he
and the balance of the lovers of good
horse flesh are coming back next year
with larger and finer strings, as they
fi une the affair here one of the best
conducted in the countty, and believe
next year will be far better, inasmuch
as that of six weeks ago was the first
venture, and practically an experi-
ment.
what claims had precedence, Win* SPrillirs. Ark-, to rely/de. Mr'
the boat, Judge Evans selected .j. 'has been at that oeletwated health re-.
Campbell Flournoy as epeeiai corn-lion for five months past, and has
iniseioner to take proof is this regard now decided to locate there and take
sad decide whet cusses eboaki be s place with the great Lamar Bath I Ministers Back.
paid first In doing this Mr. Flour- ; eaftliPenY., one of the largest there. Paducah ministers have re-
tain, allowed all Pigucah daises and'  turned kern, attending the Methodist
out about $eAoo stone from leaves it to the judge to say whet conference and are now preparitig to
"4141 tittanooga. Teen. Ms report hair% the term shall he, And hit bon- start off their work for the ensuing
passing on these claim, was filed vrith or tired it at five years,. and then Ms- year. presidia( Elder J. H. Rob.
the judge. while the parties whose Dosed a Ste fine in addition. • leo, who ems transited-red to tbe Jack
claims were throen out, have filed The three cases against Herman son, Tenn, &strict, is now preparing
exceptions to this finding of the spea- Friedman & Company were continued,
ial commissioner. The judge today after defendant had filed answer,. In
mums on whether the report .shall be each the accused is charged with sell-
sustained, and if it is the money will ing an intoxicant, which he chime is
be paid the parties holding accounts.lnot an intoxicant.
It has taken reverie years to wind nail Special Commissioned J. Campbell
the business of thir craft, and all are Flournoy filed bia report on claims
anxiously awaiting the court's &cis- 'against .the steatnboat in the suit of
ion. , 'the Green River Coal Co. and others
There is still on trill the bitterly against the steamier City of Idaho.
fought proceeding of T. M. Franklin, The report specifies whet clainss
atiministrator of J. M'. Franklin,' against the boat are given precedence
agsfrist Dr. R. N. Whitehead, wherein 'lover others.
the plaintif setess $.15.000 damages. The plaintiff filed a motion to ills-
from the defendant on the ground thasintiss as to Edward Langenbach and
the doctor was responsible for the Arthur J. Morton, in the mit of W.
THE REVIVALS HANDSOME AFFAIR
REV. HILL 'AS ARRANGED
MEETINC... JR CHILDREN
AND MEN.
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton Returns One
Week From Today From Penn-
ey 1# an.l.aPP—W C. U.
R-v. Dr. Hill yesterday morning
at the First Baptist church, delivered
a tiertrson on "Prayer," While at the
evening hour he discoursed on
"Three Stages of a Sinner's Life."
His sermons are proving very strong
and effectual, as *here _hab. *heady
been one conversion, one addition) to
the church and many came forward
for prayers, notwithstanding the re-
vivals started only last Sunday.
Rev. Hill has arranged for a spec-
ial meeting to be heel Sarurday af-
ternoon at 3 o'clock for children,
while at the same hour Sunday after
noon he Once to the men only. His
remarks highly interesting and
he never fails to closely hold the
attention of his congregation.
Preacher Returns.
Rev. W. H. rinberrois, of the First
Christian church, of this city, will be
absent only one more Sabbath, as
one week from today he is expected
back home front Western Pennsyl-
vania and also Cincinnati, Ohio,
where he has been for ati..x weeks past
corerlucting revival meetings. Imme-
diately on ,his ream be resumes pas-
tors) Charge of Ins 'congregation here
and takes up services -regularly.
W. C.1". U. Meets.
The Paducah W. C. T. U. will
meet tomorrow afternoon at 3
'clock in the lecture room of the
Pirst Baptist church. Several inter-
ing topics mill be pet:sifted for
discussion Visitors pre etways
made welcome.
porrperel fever that killed plaintiff'.
wife. Today the rebuttal testinioay
will be introduced, and on convene-
nem of that the arguments .by *nor.
nays will be made and the tertian
given the jury. An unusually large
mmtber of witnesses are being intro-
duced, especially as regards Oven
ciao., who are being put on as ex-
pert witnesses.
J H. Williams was convkted of
raising the denomination of s piece
of paper matey, and today Judge
Evans will decide what length term
he shall serve in the federal prison
'He plead guilty to the charge, which
consisted of raising the denomination
and then giving the money to Benha
Lassiter, an ignoiiklievinteen-year-
old girl, who passed iti eit Mrs. Carrte
• sWarren Girardey. Willigne i 45
years old, born in England and has
been a sailor all his life. He is a w'd-
ower and leaves two children in Wis-
consin. The court-virtually dismissed
the charge against the Lassiter girl
iby filing away the indictment, which
can be reinstated if she does not be-
have herself. She was then released
Scorn *custody, after being given A
lecture. William Wag employed 29
iceok on the towboat James Duffy of
:the Ayer-Lord fleet, when he raised
the bill and gave it to the girl to pave.
Lindo linutphy was given a (mein-




liquor without a licesee. He
oaxecuted a new bond, and vras than
'‘etben back to the county' jail at Ben-
ton, *bete he is now serving time for
veiling liquor without a state lic.nse,
at Crilbertsvilk, Marshall county. IT
is known an the "king of bootl
eggers?'
Ineney liott wasgiren a continti-
mice of the bootlegging charge, and
retreated on his old bond.
A continuance Was granted Grant
Clark, charged with the same offense,
and he released on hie 94d lgind.
H. B. Duncan was ssenfenced 
to
five years in the federal prison by the
'court pr passing oriusiterfeit money at
*14 l'rsot
t` /*'• Mettidlis..#
Mann against the Marion nine
company. The court has not yet pass-
ed on the motiote This is the linger,
tion resulting controversy over
some mineral ltrit whice are claim-
ed by both partici to the action.
The cosset sustained defendant's de-
murrer to plaintiff's amended petition,
and the plaintiff was then given leave
to further amend his petition, in the
suit where Z. T. Gatlin tries to recov-
er of Geneve Gilbert and Henry
Arenz money plaintiff chime to have
lost while speculating on the markets
in defendant's commission house.
Lal D. Therlkeld and George Ed-
wards were admitted to practice at
this tribunal, both being lawyers, the
former of this city, and the latter of
Benton.
The judge granted a permanent in-
jimetion in the case where the Illinois
Gentril railroad restrains Lawyers
Hendrick & Mitbrr front proceeding
further in the state circuit court with
the damages suit they filed against
the road for the benefit of the estate
of Judson Pearce, who was killed in
the local yards several year ago
while employed by the company.
Hendrick & Miller will appeal to the
United States district court at Cin-
cinnati the decision of Judge Evans
anti try to get it revenged.
In granting this permanent in-
junction Judge Evans takes the
ground that his court, the U. S. tri-
benat, is the only one having juris-
diction in the Pearce case, and as the
U. S. tribunal threw the suit out, his
'bonne contends the lawyers cannot
further prosecute same in the state
court where it was originally filed.
Deputy U. S. Marshal George Sate-
der% leaves tomorrdh for the federal
prison at. Atlanta, Qs.
' 
with J. Ff.
Williams and II. B. Piuncen, the two
en given terms, one for passing
eounterfeit money, and the other for
raising the denotsination of a piece of
paper money. 'Me. L. W. Cosby,
Sedalia.. • Grave* county, rice al
the deputy marshal. to 114 hisbj.i.
th•pyiempitrs. .
The
to move his family there and estab-
nth himself. Before adjourns:tient ef
the conference Bishop Duncan mei
'tented Edward. the son of Rev. T.
J. Newell, with a Bible as a token
of appreciation of abe little fellow's
services as page during the session.
The bishop accompanied the gift
with a short talk.
VERY FEEBLE
MR. GEORGE ROCK LOW WITH
ATTACK 011t KIDNEY
TROUBLE.
WAS FINALLY SETTLED YES.-
TERDAY BY THE PARTIES
THERETO
Mr. John Agnew Will Be Operated
On for Appendicitn Today— Berry Keeps the Horse, Gets $so in
Other Sick People. Cash, and Han Cis Court Costs
Paid by Wallace.
MANY RECEIVED AT THE
HOME OF MRS. FOWLER
LAST NIGHT.
Cultured Lady Soon to Visit the
City—Elopement Couple Passes
Through City.
The reception of Mrs. Laura Fow-
ler last evening, at her home co
Broadway, was quite a charming af-
fair:. the handsome residence being
very nehstically decorated with a
peoftme arrangemeot of elegant flor-
et deeigns. The affair was compli-
mentary to Mrs. Saunders A. Fowler
arid tisk, and many friends were en
tertaineti. During the evening de-
licious retresihments were served.
Cultured Younk Lady.
In hat Sunday's issue of the In-
dianatiolis, Ind., paper there appear-
ed a hanenome reproduction of Miss
Matidd Voice, one of the greatest
singers of Seat city. The young lady
is a latex of Dr. C. E. Whitesides,
of this/ city and wilr be here during
the Cbreitmaa holidays for a visit
to her uncle for several weeks.
She has recently retmesed from
Chicago, where she studied node;
that eminent vocal instructor Carle-
ton Hackie, vielo plronounced her
voice one of the grandest he ever
listened to. She is a very beautiful
young uennem
Magazine Club.
Tomorrow afternoon at Hotel Craig
on Fifth and Jefferson streets. Mrs.
Lutist Maxwell will wntecuain the
Magasire club. Report* wile be
heard from Literary Digest; Every-
body's. Booklover, Bookman, Coss
zziopoNtare Century and Sicribnere.
Art Talks.
Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Mn. Alice Compton will ert anoth
er of her art talks at the roma
chute", new parish boost, a at the
same time exhibit the flaw toilection
of notable pictures else gathered to-
gethea wilds is Etlenese
mire.
Slopezneet.
Yesterday Miss Minnie Rieh and
MT. C. W. Johnson, of Madisonvifle,
passed through here for Metropolis,
itfbeee they were married. They then
returned lei *fa city and proceeded
to tbeit home lest evening.
It was an eldpernient and the young
folks were eaccornpatried by Mess
Minnie Clark The groom is in the
saw mill business at Merlisonvilk,
the bride is the pretty deligh-
ted of Mr. Harvey Rich, of that sec-
t ioo.
HORSE !CASE
The many friends of Mr. George
Rock the retired wealthy merchant,
will regret to learn that be is very
feeble and siotely growing worse
from the chrome attack of kidney
trouble that has ailed him for many
months. He is -confined at the tarn-
ily residence on Fifth and Monroe
streets, and the physicians state there
is no hope for his recovery. He is
one of the best liked and well known
men of this section of the state and
all deeply regret his precarious con-
dition.
Appendicitis.
Today at the Riverside hospital
Dr. Phil Stewart will operate on Mr.
John Agnew, the former councilman,
for an ateeck of .appendicitis, which
has ailed *tat gentleman for some
weeks. 'lire operation will necessi-
tate his confinement at the institu-
tion for serene time.
Undertaker Sick.
MT. William Hubey, of the Mittel
& Efinger undertelaing establiehment
of South Third street, ne confined
with illness at the home of bi, moth
er on Clay Armee,
Getting Better.
Sheriff Lee Potter has received
word from Clinton that his nephew,
Palmer Sublette, is much better and
*ill get well of the severe attack of
poem/Ionia with which he ha, been
cbefined for the pap few weeks. The
condition on the lad reached !loch a
serious entre severs} times; that the
sheriff ,was sinnenonect there, but now
he is doing all right.
u..1‘
It is now sit, that the 'American
boycott -at Singapore has been check-
ed.
Yesterday there was finally settled
the celebrated horse suit of George
C Wallace and E. W. Berry, both of
this city, wherein they got into coart
over a fine animal Wallace owned
and sent off to be killed by a negro
who sold it to Mr. Berry. By the
settlement Ben'5'y keeps the animal
and Wallace pays him in addition $50
and also .beare alt Derry's court
ccetso
'Thrit ennui was injured and Mr.
Wallalee gave it to a negro last win-
ter tir kill. Gin Thompson told the
dark" to sell it to Berry, and this
was done. Betty DUrned the animal
hack to health and months after the
sale Wallace !ranted about it and
sued to recover poinession 'of the
animal, het claming he did not want
the beast worlied in its crippled con-
dition. When Wallace sued for the
animal Berry pun in a counter claim
for services in nerving the animal
and also for teed while in his ponce
.son. 'At trial the court lejunged
Walled* possession of the aniline and
gave Decry jodemse,nt for ftsio for
taking care of 'and feeding mune.
Wellate appealed the matter from
the cireint court week before last,
but afterwards offered Berry $so in
mom* and agreeti to pay Berry's
costs tun, let the latter keep the ani-
mal, Lgettlentent of the ornatnover-
sy. '. was adcepted and now the
appeaftaken by Mr. Wallace will be
rismidaecl as this finally settles the
litigadon.
Jug! as loon as congress meets an
emergency appropriation of $t6,000.-
one wilt be asked for the continuance
of waft on the bedtime canal. If this
&mouse is refused the work will be
*topped. ,
BODY SHIPPED
REMAINS OF CHARLES STEW-
ART FORWARDED TO HIS
FORMER HOME.





Mr. Jesse Rudd Expired Yesterday— Agent Green Dale, of Maxon's Mill,Body of Paul (--,,„4”, el000" te Seller at H's
eou000 Ho: one—Echo of Rail.
Trine morning at 1:40 o'clock there
was shipped to his former home in
Philadelphia, Pa., the remains of Mr.
Charles J. Stewart, the plumber who
was killed Sunday night out en West
Court etreet by Ed Scott. The rela-
tives of the deceased .telegrapked
from that Eastern city to forward the
remains, which will reach that city
tomorrow night, for interment. The
body had been taken charge of by the
local union of plumbers and properly
prepared) for burial. Their interna-
tional body appropriates Sloe for
burial, etc.
Died of Typhoid.
Yesterday morning at 5 o'clock
there died after an illness of typhoid
fever, Mr. Jesse Rudd, of nit° North
Twelfth street.
The deceased was thirty-four years
of age and leaves a wife. The re-
mains will be buried today at noon et
eke Palestine cemetery out in the
county.
Candy's Body Shipped.
Yesterday morning Messrs. Scales
and Burton, of the Princeton, Ind.,
lodge of Red Men, arrived here, and
front a secret order standpoltit took
charge of the remains of their late
brother, Mr. Paul Candy, who be-
longed to the local organization at
Prineetoo. The delegation got here
at 4 o'clock yesterday morning, and
at noon departed with the body for
Felmouth. In, where the remains
will be interred. In the .pary was
also Mr. Edward Candy, father of the
bey, who came from St. Louis, his
brother and mother and sister, all
suramoned here by the neatly of the
sene who is the boilermakers helper
that died of typhoid fever at the 'I.
C. hospitl.
ODES ELSEWHERE
MR. ALBERT SMITH RESIGNED
PLACE WITH CAR
COMPANY.
Central Labor Body Held Another
-Special Meeting Last Zwerling
at Their Hall.
Mr. Albert (Bunnie) Smith has re-
signed his position with the street
railway service end gone to Ashe-
ville, N. C., to lbcate. He leas been
coneected with the car company for
the past twelve years and was one
of their Tenable and energetic
men comma the 'high respect
of everybody.
Severi.Connection.
One week from tomorrow Mr.
Dan Simone severs his coneectioe
with the street ear company, with
which he has been connected for ten
years as superintendent of the elec-
trical deptartmegt. He has not yet
decided upon his future, but may en-
ter the electrical supply todeineds in
this cite. He remained some weeks
with the new owners 'in order to ac-
quaint his suegemor as mach as p404-
!Able with the duties of the important
position.
Labor Body.
Central Labor Union held another
special session last evening at its
hall on North Fourth street, on bun-
11 CS* connected with the motortnien
and conductors' strike and subs.-
went developnvents, hut they bad
nothing to give dkt for the public
except that the fight is just getting
on good and strong. The body re-
quests that it he published that they
did net put B. Weilie & non on the
"boycott" Mt, but jest on the "we
don't patronize list."
Free Uos of Arm.
Mr. Lloyd &verb has recovered
the free use of his right arm again
ifter suffering with it mince last Sat-
urday, as a result of being throvnt
violently to the car floor at First a
Broadway when there came together
the two oars that infected fatal in-
juries on Conductor Malcolm Green-
lee. Mr. Rohe:tee was in the car at
the time of the collision.
'The general belief at Seattle,
Wash., is that the Whaling fieet
which is ice-bound er BelweinerStraits
is beyond relief. If the men oft the
craft escape at all they will have to
do so by going over the ice.
Yesterday. morning about 8:30
o'clock Brakeman Ben Buttery, of
icao South Eleventh street:. of this
city, fell from the top of a efreight
train, No. 117, of the N., C. & St. L.
railroad, at Paris, Tenn., and broke
his right thigh in two, places. The
information corning. here of the acci-
dent stated the' train was a mete:nest
train running out of this city to Lex-
ington, Te.nee, in charge of Conduc-
tor Hie*, and that while Buttery
was running along the top he fell
off and fractured his thigh no badly
that he is not able to be moved to
this city from Paris, where he is bee
ing attended at the home of relatives.
When he gets so renewal is possi-
ble he will be brought back to his
home .here in this city.
New Railroad Agent
Word yesterday morning from
Maxon's Mill was that Agent Green
clate, of the Illinois Central railroad
at that point, was the proud father
of a fine boy baby Which arrived the
night before. Agent Dale is one of
the youngest and most popular road
representatives and is the son of
Col. Bud Dale, proprietor of the
New Richneeld hotel of this city.
Doing Well.
Conductor Huthinson is resting
well at the Illinois Central railnco‘
hospital and getting better each day.
He got his foot cut off at Dyersburg,
Tenn., one day last week by failing
from the side of a freight car and
landing so that his feet fell across
the rail where the wheels" cut off the
foot.
Jacks* Wreck.
The Ms Central reatalbf wreck
ing crew is still working with the
sunken freight carte and switch en-
gine that went over the incline cra-
dle into the river at the. foot of
Campbell sheet Sunday eight, son
getting away from the engineer's
control. The cars were broken and
parts of them have been gotten up,
while the engine has not yet been
reached by the crew, but will be just
as quick as possible. It will take
several days to get the engine and
cars all up, and until that time all
northbound dreighta go out of here
by way 01 Cabo,, while the passenger
and moil tvaina will be brought back
and forth between here and. Brook-
port on the transferboat that lands
alongside the cradle, she not being
able to get up -ti:, the end Where she
usually lande on account of the sub-




ON DRAWINGS FOR BEN-
TON HOTEL
Appraisers Fix Loss of George C.
Thompeon at $2,950--Locates
In Hot Springs.
Hon. Mike Oliver ytkitcrday re-
turned from Benton and brought
with him the plans and specification's
for ehe fine hotel be and others of
the newly organized stock company
are preparing to erect there. He how
hae the phno at In, office ohere the
contractors are figuring over same,
preparatory to putting in their bid,
showing what they will construct.
the hostelry for. The proposals for
the .week will be opened sometime
next week by the Mock company
that will immediately let the contract
and start off the wore
Lou Appraised.
Contractors B. T. Davie and Wm.
Lochtwood have appraised She Poss
eusteined by the fire election night
et the residence of Mr. George C.
Thompson, of Fourteenth and Broad
way. The contractors figtned it at
$2,950. Mr. Davis represented Mr.
Th=n in the aperaiftement, while
the r contractor represented the
fire Insurance cominatries who will
eettie at that figure on the policies
held by the owner on the place.
Work of rebuilding the partially
destroyed home will start imme-
diately.
The maanfeste of the czar making
land grant, to the peasants of his
conntry is said to be very disap-
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AN EVANGELIST STOP, WOMAN!
AND CONSIDER
THE ALL-
IMPORTANT FACTREV. R. M. HOPKINS TO BE IN
CITY FOR THREE DAYS
NEXT MONTH.
He Is An Evangelist for the State
Sunday School Association of
Christian Church.
Yesterday morning Rev. D. W.
Bass, of the Tenth street Christian
church.. received word from Rev. R.
M. Hopkins, of Louisville, that the
latter would be here to remain, from
December 1st tee-srd inclusive, for
the purpose of 'holding Sunday school
institutes for the benefit of the Tenth
street church. Rev. Hopkins is the
evangelist for the State Sunday
School Association of the Christian
churches, and makes his headquarters
at I.oirisville, but is kept at different
points over Kentucky the year round
holding institutes and otherwise
working up interest in the Sunday
- schook work prosecuted by this de-
nomination. Rev. Bass has wanted
him tia come here for quite a while,
and he writes now that be 'has time
to make a visit to this city for the
purpose desiNed.
Definite arrangements for the in-
stitutes will not be 'completed until
p lie _gets here, ,bbit Rev. Bass expects
they will hold a meeting each after-
noon and another each evening, and
invite there the general public that
the latter may more deeply interest
themselves an denth lase others- about
• .them.
•,, The ladies of the Tenth street
church are arranging for a nice mus-
icale they will give Friday at the
, • chinch -at which time a
most excellent program will be ren-
dered. •
MILLS MULCTED
BARTENDER FINED FOR WHIP
PING FANNIE WILSON ON
COURT STREET.
Gecrge Dennis and Carl Pruitt Were
Held to the Grand Jury on the
Charge of Stealing Rope.
Sgerman Mills, the bartender, wish
fined $5 sod costs by Judge SandleaS
in the police court yesterday morn
ing on the charge of whipping Fan-
nie Wilson, mistress of a resort of
illfame on West Court street.
Will Childress and Warner Wil-
liams were both held to the grand
jury in $200 bond on the charge of
false swearing.
George Dennis and Carl Pruitt
were held to the grand jury in 000
bond on the charge off stealing. some
rope from the Ayer-Lord Die cone
pany'e barges over at Brookport and
bringing same over to this city. After
being held over both young fellows
were released on their own bond.
Nehison Claris colored, was fined
$1 and costs for being drunk.
There was left open until today
the warrant charging Foster Greer
with using insulting language toward
another.
The court assessed a fine of $25
and costs irg-airist Aunt Phoebe, the
little dried-up negro woman v/hoen
Sam Lieasel, of Ninth and Washing-
ton streets, claimed threatened to
burn up his house and also poison
his horses. Shoe was conerigned to a
cell in tile eify • , bid it is not
sitting *7.11 on her nbininsl regions
and' ehe is raising the mile/lief and
making things hum, down there.
MAY CHARGE A FEE.
'vVlashington, D. C., Nov. 21.—A fee
from applicants for examination by
the civil service commission will be
charged in the future if the recomi-
mendation of Chief Examiner F. M.
Kiggins. of the commission, is adopt-
ed. The suggestion is made in Mr.
Kiggins annual report which vras sub-
mitted to the commission today. Ex-
aminations are now given by the corn
mission a-ithoot cost to npp'i-,-*s.
but the Chief Examiner cans att -n-
lion to the great expense in the prep-
aration and rating of papers, corresi-
pondence recording, printing, photo-
lithographing, etc., and recommends
that each applicant be required to
pay for the privilege.
fie suggests fees raging from so
cents to $2.00 or more, according to
the importance of the position for
which the applicant is examined He
calls attention to the self-sustaining
systems in other government bureaus
through fee collections.
AFTER HIGHER PRICES.
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 2f.—President
Harvie Jordan. of the Southern Cot-
ton Growers' associat'on in an inter-
view today, said that the proposition
to tie up 3.000,000 bales of cotton and
' isher prices, in face of an
alreasiy established short crop and
unprecendented consumption, is well
under way and- promises smocessiu!
results. He said:
"The entire machinery of the asso-
ciation -will be put in motion within a
few days, pledging the cotton grow-
ers of the South to a reduced acreage
for neat year. Wk will begin thus
early to hold down the acreage, to
give the planters full opportuaity to
snake arrangements for another xetr."
That in address-
ing Moe. Pink-
[lain you are con-
fidingyo nr private
ills te, a woman—
a woman whose experi-
ence with women's
diseases covers a great-
many years.
You can talk freely
to woman when it is
revolting to relate
your private trou-




cause he is a man
Many women
stiffer in silence and drift along from
bad to worse, knowing full well that
they ought to have immediate assist-
ance, but a natural modesty impels
them to shrink from exposing them-
selves to the questions and probably
examhuitions of even their family
physician. It is unnecessary. Without
money or price you can consult a wo-
man whose knowledge from actual ex-
perience is great.
Mrs. Plakkam's Standing invitation.
Women suffering from any form of
female weakness are invited to promptly
onsumunisate with Mrs. Pinkhana, at
Lynn, Mass. All letters are received,
opened, read and unswayed by women
only. A woman can freely talk of her
private illness to • woman; thus has
been established the eternal confidence
between Mrs. Pinkliam and the woman
of America which has never been
broken. Out of the vast volume ol
experience which she has to draw from,
it is more than possible that she has
gained the very knowledge that will
help your case. She ask, nothing in
return except your good-will, and her
advice has relieved thousands. Surely
any woman, rich or poor, is very foolish
If she does not take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance.
If you are ill, don't hesitate to get
bottle of Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegeta ble
Compound at once, and write Mrs. Pink-
ham, Lynn. Ma., for special advice
When a medicine has been successful
In restoring to health so many women,
you cannot well say, without trying it,
"I do not believe it will help me."
HOSPITAL BIDS
THE MAYOR OPENS THEM
THIS AFTERNOON AT 3
O'CLOCK
There Are Now Only Three Pamper
Patients Confined in the Insti-
tution.
This afters, on at o'clock at the
office of Mayor Veiser its the city
hall the hoard of directors for River
side bocpital will open the bids put
in by tirms. to improve she basement
of the hospital at Fourth and Oa)
streets so same can be used as a
ward for sick people. The institu-
tion hal sprung into such unbolted-
for popularity that everybody goes
there when ill to get benefit of the
first-class treatment and facilities af-
forded The capacsity has been taxed
to the extent that the basement will
be fixed up as wurds for tfte 'colored
people, thereby leaving the two up-
per floors Ow the white people.
The board of directors wilt searne.-
time in the near future get completed
the book of by-lawn and regulations
that govern the hospital, as this ques
tion has been before them for many
months now. but never completed.
A committee tiresome the board Islas
been working periodically on the
rules, and they had one meeting to
gc over same several weeks ago, but
not being finished entirely the com-
mittee was 'instructed to do this and
report back
There are at present only three
pauper patients at the 'hospital, and
the directors are 6r1.--irrg the line
somewhat in keeping character
weeded out. There are c'-sain kinds
of people who tiry to get s:ck just to
get the benefit of the hospitai treat-
ment, and lay up for a weeic or two,
c ri .1 I- emit its now will not ad-
soisine iinices they deem it ab-
solutely neceeisary.
POLL OFFICERS
ABOUT SEVEN OF THEM WILL
BE WARRANTED UNDER
LAW.
Balance Gave Legal Excuses to Coun-
ty Election Commissioners at
Monday's Sitting.
Air the result of Monday's sitting
of the county election commiesioners,
Messrs. Lens B. Ogilvie and William
Farley, nhunt • parties appoil,
serve as precinct officers during the
recent general election will be war-
ranted today on the ground of refill-
ing to serve at the precinct voting
place to which they were assigned
The conatniseicmere closely ex-
amined about eighteen parties ap-
pointed officers, but who did not
serve, and all of them had good and
legal excuses for failing to show up,




PADUCAH REAL ESTAnci. WESTERN KENTUCICY PARMA. EASE
1111CINTFI,Lle PAYMEN't LOTS FOR /INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTCNIECH SEAL ESTATE JOURNAIe AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
vivo. Q W. worrrEmon.s... Paidocalia.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anytill.ng in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
TO THE FALL BUYERS
WE OFFER YOU THE BEST.GOODS IT IS POSSIBLE TO
PURCHASE FOR THE PRICE, AND OFTENTIMES BE! eisR
THAN OTHERS CAN SELL YOU. ISN'T THAT OBJECT
ENOUGH TO MAKE TRADING AT L. g OGILVIE a CO.'S
WORTH YOUR WHILE?
New Dress Goods.
A GRANDER GATHERING OF DRESS FABRICS THAN THESE
WERE NEVER SHOWN IN PADUCAH, VALUE OUT OF THE
ORDINARY, BEAUTY THAT IS SUPREME SHINES FROM ICV-1
ERY YARD
AT soc VENETIANS, SERGES, MIXTURES, CHECKS. PLAIDS
IN ALL THE LEADING COLORS
AT $1 oo BROADCLOTHS, PRUNELLAS, MQHAIRS, VOILES,
ETC., IN UNSURPASSED ASSORTMENTS.
New Fall Suits.
THERE IS EVERY POSSIBLE INDUCEMENT FOR YOU TO
SELECT YOUR FALL AND WINTER SUIT HERE, THERE IS A
CAREFULLY SELECTED, KEENLY BOUGHT STOCK THAT IS
WITHOUT A PEER. THERE IS STYLE HERE THAT YOU WILL
NOT SEE DUPLICATED ELSEWHERE AND THERE IS ALSO
SUPERB AND STRIKING VALUE. PRICES $12.5o TO $as oo. A
FEW SUITS FROM LAST SEASON AT REDICULOUS PRICES.
New Cloaks.
WE HAVE BEEN ALMOST OVERWHELMED IN OUR CLOAK
BUSINESS OUR GREATEST DIFFICULTY HAS BEEN IN
KEEPING STOCK ASSORTED. BRIGHT, SNAPPY STYLES, THE
VERY PICK AND CHOICE OF ,TTHE BEST AND SMARTEST
THAT HAVE BEEN DESIGNED ARE THE KIND THAT WE
ARE SHOWING GOOD VALUES AT Sono, BE
TTER AT $o) oo AND ON UP TOHANDSOME SILK AND FUR-LI
NED 00ATS AT $25 AND $35.
Hosiery and Underwear.
THEY ARE THE BEST THAT CAN BE TURNIIIID OUT BY A
PERFECTLY EQUIPPED MILL USING HIGHLY SKILLED HELP
AN YARN THAT IS ASSORTED THREE TIMES FOR IMPER-
Fa'TIONS. BUY NOW AND AVOID FUTURE COLDS.
Ladies' Union Suits  25e to $2.50
Ladies' Vests and Pants   25e to
Children's Union Suits  25e to
Children's Vests and Pants   25e to 50e
Children's Black Ribbed 11-..nts at   50e
Children's Heavy Fleeced Vests and Pants at 25(
Boys' Heavy Stockings at  15e
Fay Stockings for Children at  25e and 35(.
Ladies' Fleeced Cotton Hose at zsc or 2 pair for   25C
B. Ogilvie & Co.
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
household are constantly risking their
health. Defective plumbing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help bur be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely Stin.ikwir Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet "Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E. D. HANNAN, Plumber
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing'?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert Iworkman? if you do ;take
It to
John I. 1Mich, lewder.
224 Broadway, • Paducah, Ky.
J l. COULSON,
PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Moue 133. 5; Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO,
Of PaducAla, Kentucky,
Capttiti and /Surplus $115/5,000
ND P. NOBLE, PRE& G. W. aosswrsom. V. PRIM
N. W. VAN CULIN CMIHIEJL
Transact. all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cant per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety bones in Ike
proof vault fcr rent at $s to Ito per year as to sine. You carry your own
key and no cos but yourself has access.
 •
Par Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
tHE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITS UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS /IS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : f
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works 4
SOLE AGENT, 16a9 TRIM BLE ST, PADUCAH, KY
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine)nodern hotel is now open under a': new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE




Agents for Butterick Patterns. Paducah Transfer Company
toss-norased.)
General Ctirtage Business,
  Superior Facilities for
The state law is, the commissionera! have been chosen to serve as election Handling Freight, Maainery
shall name the precinct offrcers whol officers for each precinct in the city And Household Goods.are to conduct the election, and that and county. Election morning they 
th....oTefrising to serve s alrg—r."*wto would not show up, and this always
in the courts, if they have not a legal occasioned more or less trouble in
excuse. Afisout twenty did not show
up for service it' the respective pre-
cincts Neivemiber 7th, so the commis-
sioners of the county ordered them
al to appear before them and show
cause why they did not serve. Every
one summoned showed up except one
man way down about Gratuanswillr, in
the county. On all but the seven giv-
ing extillie• soffieient, the commis-
sioners reported the letter to County
Judge Lightfoot, who referred
*sass. Farley and Ogilvie to County
Attorney Eugene Graves, who will
get the warrants out against the
direlict. It is probable the charges
will be lodged before Judge Lightfoot
and he hear the prosecutions.
tHeretofore for years back parties
matting others right away to take
their places, so the polls would not
he late in opening for the voters. This
refusal to serve had become so whole-
sale, the preeine officers named
would wend word from every quarter
that they would not ohow up at the
yolks. This created Wit mob i pi ic ty
of extra annoyance and trouble in
properly preparing for the election,
that the corrwnissioners decided to
quit their leniency, and do a little
prosecuting in accordance with the
lawe, to see if this would not atop the
unjust and indiscreet actions of the
taraarliact officers. They believe that
with assessment of a few heavy fines





P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
At:client !Ate, 1.1ab!lity, ̀4.terun Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 36, - - Rcillence PhOns 736





















































































































MR. BRANDON HERE IN AD-
VANCE OF THAT PER-
FOrlittdAlleCE:—
The Van Dyke & Eaton Troupe Is
Putting On Some Fine Shows
at The Kentucky.
Mr. H. R. Bri-rZ5ii, the advance
agent of the troupe playing "Resur-
rection" at The Kentucky next Mon
4 evening, is in the city and prom-
the public one of the most en-
airsing and popular plays on the
Toad this year.
Excellent Show..
The reperts whiCh come front the
Van Dyke & Eaton company per-
fortu;.:c....; of Money zl.t we
excellent that it induced a large au-
dience last night. Nor seas there
disapotaintnient These r people are
really giving a fine show and already
several theater parties have been ar-
ranged for the matinee today. "In
the Hands of the Czar," Miss 011ie
Eaton as "Vera," in tbe first act will
appear in a red robe glittering with
thousand, of sequins—the second act,1
a black robe covered with glittering0
silver sunbursts from Gustav Bair,
Paris, while in the third act a gown
of royal purple velvet embroidered
heavily ride gold, and the fourth act
a whit e satin brocade shimmering
with pearls, which will make the fe-
+male portion of the audience gasp
and crane their necket to take in ev-
ery detail of them.
The fact that the company is giv-
ing splendid performances of good,
claim plays. with a change of play
and specialtiee both afternoon and
night is something the average
theater-goer iot going to overlook
• winch account* for the deservingly
large crowds in attendance.
Tbe Resurrection.
Enormous interest Is already be-
ing manifested in the coming ap-
pearance of Southland's favorite,
Effie Leah Francis, in Tolatoi's mas-
terpiece "Resurrection." Immediate-
ly after the publication of this uni-
versally read book, fAiss Francis se-
cured the dramatic rigbtr and for
several seasons hes been presenting
her original yersiese throughout the
principal cities of the United 'States
and Canada. beset Francis enjoyed
a -ran of 16S *las in New York
Oty, as well as tong runs at the prin
rape] theaters in Boston, Philadel-
phia, Chicago, San Francisco and
other metropolitan cities.
Use Francis possesses great in-
dividualitY, and has been very highly
enamored with 'Blanche Waists in ahe
patt of "Ninalova." She la support-
ed by a splendid cast of twenty-five,
including Frank L. Jefferson, a neph-
ew of the bete Joseph Jefferson. The
costumes are elaborate ant two car
loads of the moat beautiful scenery
and stage settings imaginable are
carried. Each situation ie a grand
rnabterpiece of dramatic effort and
each and every stage setting is a
drew fabric of art.
Press and public are unanimous in
declaring the play "Resurrection"
the grandest drarnItic triumph of
the age. This pleasing attraction
will appear at The Kentucky Mon-
day night, November nth.
WASHED ASHORE
ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-
THREE LIVES WERE LOST
ON THE HILDA.
Distressing Scenes at the Offices of
Sunken Steamer, and No Hope
Is Held Out,
London, Nov. 2t.—There Nis practi-
cally no further news here of the dis-
aster to the London and Southwest-
ern steamer Hilda, wrecked off the
!trends corm on Sunday morning
with the loss of over a huadred Tive
A telegram. from St. Cast, near St.
Melo, says that fifty-one bodies have
been ',00hed up on the beach.
Distressing scenes were witnessed
Monday at the offices of the London
& Southwestern y,
both in London and at Southampton.
but the company had no information
to give the relatives of the missing
passengers, and was unable to hold
out the slightest hope. The off'cials
said k would have been impossible
for a boat to Five for more than a
few minute* in such a sea as prevailed
on Saturday. The company was un-
able to furnish a list of the passen-
gers, but it is known that the entire
family of a London physician, Dr.
Stanley, Mks. Stanley and their two
daughters, were lost. All the cr_iv,
numbering twenty-six men, belonged
to Southampton. Only three of them
Are unmarried.
Later in the day the London &
Southeastern Railwavry company air-
notmeed that an official report had
been received from St. Maio, stating
that the total number of persons on
board the Hikla was 1 29. As only
six were saved, 123 were drowned.
The Philadelphia Miter.
Philadelphia, Nov. 21 . —Official an-
nouncement was made Monday that
quits would, be entered against the fil-
tration confraetors for the recovery
of money said to have been received
by thews or work trot performed.
FOR CASH OK CREDIT
The majorityof the people of this city need installment credit, but they want it right. Theywant the kind that is a real help and not a continual annoyance and embarrassemnt. Theyneed a Protection to their Credit as well as Credit. Such a protection We offer you. Forfair and square treatment to our patrons has won for us the Great Confidence we are now en-joying from our thousands of pleased customers. Our daily aim is to treat you so that we willcontinue to have your respect and confidence, and under such conditions we offer you theLargest and Best Selected Stock of Furniture, Housefurnishings, Etc., to select from ever be-foreardisplayed in the city of Paducah.
a-hp Old Way
3., .01 fuvi in soil coal
iioi iht, chtmittos•
lit o;,,  smoke.
With a Buck's Hot
Blast you can save
this 38 per cent.
Why continue to use
the old style?
Let us beaten one in
yo nr house before the
cold weather sets in.
Our guarantee is sat-
isfaction or mosey
refunded.
Any style and price.
We have purchased quite a large assort-
ment of Special Holiday Goods which we have
on display. Everyone declares our Art De-
partuenf is a credit to Paducah. It will pay
you to select early and remember that we
will store all such selected free of charge if
you desire.
Carpets, Matting, Linoleum:, Oil Cloths, Lace
Curtains, Window Shades, Draperies, Etc.,
you will fled bore in 311 styles and designs
and colors as well as prices, in any of the
larger cities.
Low Prices, Easy Terms,
CASH OR CREDIT.
A McDougal Cabinet was
the principal feature of
the "Model Kitchen" at
the St. Louis Exposition
Mrs. R. T. Rorer and
all the leading experts in
Domestic Science give
unqualified approval of
the same and recom-
mended it as the most
practical article ever made
tor ligtening the drudg-
ery of the housewife.
You are urged to come
and bring your friend
and inspect them Price
from
We also carry a complete line of cheaper makes
$4.50 up.
Our Mr. H. C. Rhodes is now in the Northern market selecting "Plums" for
the "Picking." Watch our advertisements far these "specials" after his return,
for they will mean many dollars saving to you. We do what we advertise.
11110DES-BURLORD COMPANY
Salesrooms 112-114-116 North Furth Street
CHIEF ARBITRATOR
Meeting of Insurance Commissioners
to Be Called at Close of New
York Inquiry.
St. Paul, Minn, Nov. al.—Accord-
ing to Staje•Insrurance Commissioner
O'Beien'e report to Gov. Johnson,
mask Monday on Mr. O'Brs re-
turn from a trip to New York and
Washington in connection with the
troubles of the big life ipsurance
companies, President Roosevelt may
be the chief arbiter in a co-operative
effort of ail the states, of the Union
to compel the large life insurance
companies, whose troobles are now
being aired in New York, to put
their business% on a safer and more
et:omen:sal baths.
Mr. O'Brien went East early last
week under order, of GOV. Johnson
to took into the insurance situation
for Gov. Johnson, who bad been die-
!aged with requests flrorn policyhold-
ers in the Northwest, to act for him.
He gave Mr. O'Brien a letter of in-
tn-xtuction to Presidient Riooseiselt.
On Sahirday Mr. O'Brien had a
twenty-minute confererre with Preti
&tit Rooeevelt. The revolt of this
conference was reported to Gov.
Johnson today. He; reported that
duties the short time allotted to him
by the president, be outlined his plan
of action, whieh was:
To call a meeting either in New
York or Washington, following the
completion of the investigation now
in progress in New York, of all the
state insurance commissioners oi the
country; also the governors and at-
torney generals if necessary.
This meeting was to evolve, if
necessary, a demand for the reorgan-
ization of all the important life in-
surance companies, but more partic-
ninety the placing of the affairs 0 
'
those companies on a safer basis.
Any action to be taken by this meet-
ing to be co-operative, and each del-
. ate to go back to his state pre-
pared to carry out his part of the
program.
When Mir. O'Brien stated his plan
he said: "Now. Mr. President, there
will be a committee to carry out our
phses, and we need a bead. Will you
help us "
"I most emphatically will" was
the answer of the president, accord-
ing to Mr. O'Brien'. report to the
governor. "I will be glad to help you
in any way I can."
A CONTHST IS EXPECTED.
Kuttawa, Ky., Nov. 21—The race
for sheriff of Lyon county resulted in
a tie Vote between Johnny Jones, Re-
ptrtslican and Cash, Democrat. When
the county board of commissioners
tabulated the returns the certificate
was hotted to the Democrat, as. one
contested ballot was given to Cash.
This ballot had been mutilated by
the voter tatting out the name of die
Warerooms 40S-407 Jefferson Street
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened-an up-to-dateand well stocked hardwagrarzo-
partmentlfor our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, TinwarelWoodenware-, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and inlact a line of goodslequal to that carried by .the
leading houses of the country.
--'7Being:buyers in large quantities, landjonila basis with lead-
inghouses, we are iiiirposition toVve the best for the least money.
Dontibuyibefore moiling and seerng2our varied stock.
Democratic candidate for superintend-
ent of schoole
Nathan Gray, one of the ccinsmis-
rioners, say. that the commission
counted this ballot
dent intent el the
all the Democratic
superintendent of
as it was the evi- 11w friends of Jones are urging
voter to vole for him to contest, as they claim other
candidates but the ballots, when properly counted, wilt
schools. give him a majority.
•
•
HE REGISTER S. J. BURFORD DEAD BADGER  FIGHT DISFIGUREDPUBLISHED BY THE
AEGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., STRICKEN DOWN SUDDENLY WILL BE PULLED OFF AT RED y
(Incorperated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Eptered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
•
One Year $5.00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week  .zo
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter to
The Register office at once Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Wednesday Morning, Nov. 22, 1905.
There is going to be a warmer
fight at the corning congeess than at
the last for the admission of Arizona
and New Mexico as a state. A
lobby has been orgarrizcd for thi
frght and coagress in self-defense
will doubtkes admit the would-be
state.
The traders eahio eseild through
acceptance of the collie degenerates
of China swap the respectability of
this country's citizenship for the busi
nese patronage of the dealers of the
Flowery Kingdom are too mercen-
ary for the consideration of any oth-
er clasa:: If this country has to pay
so high for the patronage of any
land it would be better to go with-
out the patronage.
Interest m the work of the ap-
proaching congress increases as the
reseion draws nigh. Already the pol-
iticians are moving on the capital
.110Oping to secure Some vantage
ground by being early on the battle-
field. The propositions which prom-
ise to come before the session bid
fair to make it one of the most inter-
-sting held for years. Much politi-
al history, too, will noSdoulilt be
writte4i for the next national contest.
It bag developed through the offi-
cial count that the democrats did not
vein conteol of the Ofhio legislature
- in the late election. The senate is
democratic but the house is republi-
can by ench a majority that on joint
ballot the body ms republicanaa This
AND IN THE PRIME OF KEN'S HALL FRID.10/
LIFE. NIGHT.
Leading Merchant of Louisville and On Return of Mr. Lackey P. T. M. C.This City and Widely Known Clubrooms Will Be Looked Int()
and Successful Man. -Eagles Still Negotiating.
+ With deep regret was there learned
bere yesterday that at his home in
Louisville Mr. S. J. Burford had ex-
pired after an illness with pneumonia.
His dissolution is doubly surprising
inasmuch as be was in this city for
Several days last month attending the
big baking contest held at their local
branch establishment, - that of the
Rhodes-Burford company, of North
Fourth street. Hie death occurred at
2 O'CIOCI: yesterday mierning at St.
Joseph's infa:sfary of that city, and
immediately on news to that effect
reaching this city, the branch boom
on North Fourth street was closed
until further orders. It will probably
reopen tomorrow morning, as the fun-
eral services occur today. Manager
Harry Rhodes, of the Padncah house.
is in New York on business, and had
not been reached by the local attaches
with a telegram up until last night.
Deceased's Personality.
A Louisville paper of yesterday,
speaking of Mk:. Burford's death and
life, stated as follows:
"Mr. Burford went to French Lick
Springs, Ind., last Wednesday. He
was suffering front a slight cold at
the tirne, and an attack of rheumatism
to which he was subject, but no alarm
was felt over his condition. He
grew worse, however, and on last
Satfirday double pneumonia develop-
ed.
"Mir. Burford's wife was tire only
person with bins when the ertd came.
A riumber of his friends bad been sit-
ting tp with him during the early
part of the night, but as he seemed
to be resting somewhat easier. Mks.
Burfora told them that she did not
think it was necessary for them to re-
main longer. After seeming to rally
considerably about midnight, Mr.
Burford ergs sti7etletwith a sinking
spell two limos later and died in a
short time.
A Successful Career.
"Mk. Burford was forty-one years of
age anti bad lived ip Jefferson county
all his life. He we's born near South
Auk, and after .passing through the
county schools, came to this city and
went into -buitiness in 1086 with Mr.
A. G. Rhodes, of Atlanta, Ga. From
a modesj little furturs store on
Jefferson street, between Seventh and
Eigiitte the business grsw until at the
time of Mir. Burford's death it was
knows a the largest of- it kind in
will prevent ape (image pf tfi ,€.,; the,,,wor d. The One small hore grew'gressional dishicte of the - state, bto a chain of Rift yetbree. covering
.svch the republicans had so gerry-
anandered that it would take a kind-
*tide for the democrats to vrn more
ii-than half a dozen places.
•
The struggle between the govern-
ment and the people of Russia ran-
tinues to burden the reports from the
far East, but there is nothing partic-
ularly of interest in the reports There
having been no late conflicts with se-
' rioto results. While it is contended
that the government is gaining
erotmd-and apparently this is the
case-there is still a turbulent element
which bold, sway in most all sections
in spite of the authorities. 'Russia
may find peace when the people grow
weary if creating strife, but this dries
not seem an early promise.
There seems to be no cod to the
story of the -mismanagement of the
fig life insurance companies ry
controlling offieials. The officials
from all the evidence seem to have
been running the companies for their
own, exclusive good or for the bene-
I t of their political parties. It must
<Wight the democratic and Southern
policyholders to read the evidetrce of
the big emitributions made regularly
to the repoblican national and New
'York state campaign' funds. While
sit would be folly to make sectional
or political such a wise inveatment
as 'life into:ranee it is pre," eleer
that this idea netierentered the "ti•:”!,
of the mien-mongers- of these com-
panies.
liliaryland voted on a constitution-
al amendment on the 7th and the peo-
ple of that state have known for over
a week bow the proposed change
was defeated. Kentucky on the oime
day voted also on an amendment to
the constitution, but it is 001 a geese
.tion as to how badly the. proposed
change was defeated; in faia,it is, ac-
cording to Ftankfrot reports, &guts.;
toon as to how the vote really result-
ed In Maryland the peopls were In
,charge of the returns, but in this state
'the "machine," which didn't want con
sititutinn amended, has control of the
'returns. The eat iy antwaunci on
'note and the delay in aim° tha
other needs no explanation.
pot Tr;VTT Cr' t.` X.'" I
• ..)XIES
Lexins'tes Ky. Nov. 11.---A cool-
miteee composed of men from the
rations counties in, Central Kentucky
Is being 'elected to see the policy-
holder* in the Equitable, Mutual
Life of New York and New York
Life, and secure their proxies, which
are to be handed, In Thomare Lemon
to be used in his figh t for better
methods 'n the conduct of life inn:r-
anee
nearly every large city in the South
and Southwest
"Mr. Burford recently made a trip
to the Pacific coast, and while there
opined a large warehouse for the sew-
ing of the firm's large impnrtations
of matting from Japan. Another
warehouse was in contemplatiotr at
the time 9f his death.
"Mr. Burford personally conductor)
the business of the large establish-
ment in this city. The location of
the store was recently changed from
the north side of Market street, be-
tween Sixth and Seventh itreets, to
the South side of the same block. The
store was enlarged to about triple
the capacity of the oh! one. \fr. cur-
/Ord had just completed the removal
into the new establilhment.
Had Just Completed Hume.
"Early last August another dream
was realimi in the completion of the
beautiful residince near Prospect.
called "Riverview." Mr. Burford
and his family moved into this hand.
some new home a.littbe over two
months ago. The residence cost
about $ace000, and was among the
finest in Jefferson-county.
"Mk. Burford's social side endear-
ed him to all, and to numbered his
friends by the humid • in all walks
of life. He v genet. old generotia
and was popular with all 'asses. Tie
was a member of Preston Lodge,
Eureka Chapter, Royal Arch Masons.
- -to-thee of DeMolay comment/fey,
iCnights Templar, and was a promi-
nent Shriner. He was recently elect-
ed to membership on the Board of
Directors of the School of Reform.
"Mk. Burford was an enthusiastic
sportsman and was one of the best
rifle and wing shots in Jefferson
county.,
"About sixteen years ago Mr. Bur-
ford married a Mies Cantrell, of Cairo,
ILL She and three children averife
him, The children are Marguerlti,
john ..and Stonewall Jackson Bur-
jr. Mr. Burford); father, who is now;
in hie eighty-seventh year, also sur-
vives him, anal lives With his son's
family 'at "River-view"
"The arrangements for the funeral
tige.teR, vet heel' made. Efforts areg to.ay to reach Mr.
EllIDdes before eompleting the details
f)erhe burial"
,It is freer 'Havana that
plot to overthrov. the government
furs been discovered and a number
of 'arms secured. The liberals tittd
radical leaders 9e. stiapecterl.
'Friday night at the Red Men's hall
on North Fourth street, there e ill
be great sport between a vicious
badger sent Mr. T. E. Greaty by a
cousin from Tampa Bay, alas and
the -bulb dug of Mir. Frank Beniett.
The badger hat killed many of the
best dogs in the country, but Mr.
Bennett believagehis &Ask, a match
for the Florida Tlitifselact, pp# big fight
has been arranged for that night in•
the lodgeroofir ball, SIR' all mem-
bers are admitked i.of charge.
Mir. Georke Ingram wili- referee the
scrap.
P. T. M. C. Clubrooms.
Mr. Ernest Lackey has gone to Gol-
conda and other Southern
points on business, and just as so,n
as he returns he and Mr. Robert
Benner Will look around for suitrble
I
4:rters for the club rooms to be
ned by the Paducah Trave'ing 
Men's club, they comprising the corn-
' mitee designated to select quarters
and report back to the balance of
the nrembers who will then decide
what to do.
A dntortarr of Dr. Mac. Morris
was killed by an electric est- At She
field, Ale., while riding in a baggy.
Several other inmates of the carriage
were badly inset.
Still Negotiating.
The corntmittee from the Eagle,
lodge, is negotiating with Assigpee
flarry Stiles, of the Y. M. C. A., with
°Meets of the secret lodge buying the
equipment and furnishing's the as-
signed concern left in its former quar-
ters at Sixth and Broadway. The
lodge has leased the building and the
probabilities are a deal will be closed
just as soon as Judge Lightfoot in
the county court, issues an order em-
powering the assignee to dispose of
die outfit
This evening the Eagles lodge
holds its regular weekly meeting,
and there is a large class 'of can-
didates 'to initiate into the order.
The committee selected to .arrange
for the mastrel to be given by this
lodge, has not yet had a meeting to
decide on the date, and start arrange-
ments, therefore they can not report
this evening what progress they have
made.
Woodmen of the WorM.
This evening Olive camp of the
Wbodmen of the World holds its
regular weekly meeting in their hall
over Fifth and Broadway, while is
morrow eAttipg jersey
erder holds it weekly gathering o‘er
Broadfoot's grocery on Titled '".and
Elizabeth streets.
Installation Date.
Organizer E. W. Trip and Herta
English, of the Beavers, will today
or tomorrow decide what date the
new order will be instituted here
They now have more than (fie fifty
desired member, ,and will choose the
hal! for the ceremonies,. and make
prepaartions accordingly. '
TRANSCRIPT ,
LODGED IN CIRCUIT COURT SO
CAN GET OUT AN EWU-
TION.,
Josiah Tolbert Claims that W. M. Tol-
bert and Fayette Jones Owe
Him $667.03.
Iti the circuit court yeisterday. there
was filed a transcript from Justice
Jesse Young's court, wherein tease B.
Minss has gotten judgment for Etas
against Lou Hamilton. The tran-
script was filed in order that an ex-
ecution could be issued from rhe cir-




irr-the circuit -Court yesterday Jo-
siah Ml Tolbert filed suit against W.
fi Tolbert and Fayette Jones 'for
$667.63 claimed dee plaintiff from de-
fendants,.
'Plaintiff during Miami, 1902, WS"
sent -to the Hopkinsville lunatic asy-
from here, and tytmaitted there-
] Augult of loos. After he wee
siAmt aw'ay, W. M. 
i 
midllifietd
the party 'to lookrt)er the craay
as business while ire latter was in
the institution. The cemenitteemen
gave Fayette Jon6i on his bond, guar-
anteeing, to haitlifillay peeform 'his dut-
ies. Now Josiah Tolbert is out of
the institution and chime there is
due him frown the. defendants $667.03
he changes were not poverty account-
ed for.
'giants Diverct.
James 1.. Neec- yesterday in the
circuit evert filed. suit for divorce
foot his wife, rnata Neece, to
whorl, he was -married July 66, mot
tfie *ars F.oh.e lett:Sion March 15; rtios.
and that in addition has been guilty
of lewd condloct with other men. For
three -reasons he wants .a divorce.
'Prospective members of house 
cornttee on canal project, practi ally
agree on plans to float canal bonds
WITH ECZEMA
Brushed Scales from Face Like Pow-
der-Under Physicians Six Months
But Grew Worse - Some Said
Face Would Be Marked for Life-
Now Without a Blemish.
CUT1CURA REMETES
WORK WONDERS.
"As I was a sufferer with eczema
I write to tell you what a great friend
I found in Cuticura Remedies. In
eix months I had
tried three doctors,
but did not get any
better. It was on
my body and on my
feet so thick that
I could hardy pat
a pia came with-
out touching cc-
- F " smut. My face was
covered, my eyebrows came out, and
thenitgotksj*y7e. I then went to
another doctor. Ha asked me what
I was taking for It, and I told him
Cuticura. He said that was a very
but tbat be thought that
fnc=r4tuld bto marked for Life. But
Cuticura did its work and my face in
the Cuticurs remedies.
now 7:stel as it ever was. .
"My bro -law told me about
1001t his advt.* and not the Ointment,
Soap, and Nalotwisat. I washed with
the -Cur., s &rep and Om
the Ointsant, and tack
Resolvent as directed. In a
time my face began to get better, and
when I had taken one bottle of
Resolvent I could brush the scales
off my face like a powder. When I
had taken four bottles my face was as
clear as ever.
"I told all my friends about my
remarkable cure. I feel to thankful
I want everybody far and wide to
know what cutieura can do. It is a
sere cwo,iar eczema._ (ad) Mrs.
Emma WMte, 641 bo





SCHOOLS DISMISS NEXT WED-
NESDAY AND REMAIN OUT
TILL MONDAY,
Prof. Payne Gave Stereopticon Lect-
ure at High School Last Night




THANKSGIVING WILL SOON BE HERE AND YOU, WILL.
NEED NEV./ TABLE LINENS-THAT IS ONE DAY THAT THE
TABLE SHOULD BE TEMPTING WITH SNOW WHITE LINENS.
OUR STOCK OF TABLE LINENS AND NAPKINS IS MOST4
EXTENSIVE. WE HAVE MANY GOOD THINGS TO SHOW YOU.
Table Linen
54 INCH GERMAN FINISHED
LINEN 25C YARD-58 INCH
GERMAN FINISHED LINEN AT
35c YARD 70 INCH LINEN AT soc
YARD-64 INCH LINEN @75c
YARD-64 INCH HEMSTITCHED
7LINEN AT 75c YARD-72 INCH 2 INCH DAMASK AT 75c AND
TABLE LINEN lisc YARDThes
glicYA  NAPKINS TORDINCH TABLE LINEN AN EXTAA MERCERIZED
QUALITY AT 89c YARD-7a MATC1j alma INCH NAPKINS 4j)
INCH FINE LINEN @Soca YARD. $ox5 DOZ.-22222 INCH NAPKINS
$1.75 DOZ.--20X20 INCH NAP-
KINS 0 Soso DOZ.-Moll NAP-
KINS AT 75c DOZ. .EXTRA FINE
GRADES 22X22 INCH NAPKINS
$1.98 AND $2.50 DOZ.
FINE READY MADE TABLE
CLOTHES 21/016 YARDS AT $%75
EACH-PLAIN EDGE.
TABLE CLOTHES 2'z 2l
YARD AT $3.5o AND $3.98 EACH.
NAPKINS TO MAITH-oz*4
INCHES e Sa,so AND 1350 DOZ,
TABLE CLOTHS 3 YARDS
LONG $185, bog AND $37s EACH
-ay. YARD CLOTHS @We are members EACH.
f the 
HEMSTITCHED TABLE SETSo -CLOTH sai YARDS-NAPKINS
Retail Merchants tesill INCH AT $6.98 FOR SETCLOTHS s YARDS LONd





NAPKINS t6116 INCHES 0 75c
DOZ.-22222 INCH NAPKINS AT
$1.75 DOZ.--a4x24 INCH NAPKINS
AT Saw DOZ.-2mm INCH NAP-
KINS A BETTER QUALITY •
$2.19 DOZ.-t6x16 INCH NAPKINS
• 98c DOZ.--.22a22 INCH NAP-
KINS @ $2.75 D6!..--amtaa INCH
• $1.5o DOZ.-24x24 INCH NAP-
KINS., FINE QUALITIES @$3.911
AND $3.50 DOZ. •
_ 
One week from today Prof. Payne
of .he Washington buildirm. /eaves
for Chicago to attend inretlog of
sconce teechers from t hsry
over. While t'here he will also at-
tend the big football game between
the Uitiversity of Chicago, which he
attends every summer, and the Uni-
versa). of Michigan.
The same day Nine Ad ab Brazle-
ton, of the high school department,
goes to Chicago to visit relatives.
&Cab will be absent until the folios,. -
Mg Monday when they &own to re-
their duties. The public schools
here will dismiss next Wednesday.
the 29th, and not resume until the
following Monday. DeVellikte 4th.
The 3oth of this munch is Thank-s
givOg, and thereby a 'holiday, while
the echools• will not be irr Assam on
Friday, one of the regular days, as
on that date thek convenor at Mur-
ray, the annual session for the First
Congressional District Educational
Association, which remains in assent
bly until Saturday afternoon. The
school, disclaim for these two days.
and then Saturday and Sunday being
the regular link-lays. Ode keeps the
schools out until the'following Mon-
day. A. number of the other teach-
ers are preparing for visits to out-
side cities during those days, %eh 1, 1
many stay here 'lid -eherg
educational gati, ri ); at Murray .
- --
Stereopticon Lecture. --
Laat evening at the auditorium pi
the Washington building on West
Broadway, Professor Payne. of the
high school, gave a stereopticon feet
ure on the subject of "Caviar" as
taken from Roman hietory. The het
ure was for the especial benefit of
the high school history class, which
is ante-acted by the professor who
cannot well illustrate bit teaching in
this branch with-set the storeorticon
until after nightfall. The class had
a muriber of friends present to hear
The remarks- which were additianally




• Superintendent Lieb leaves this af-
ternoon at 2 o'clock over the N., C.
tt, St. I.. railroad' for Nashville,
Tenn„ to attend the .Stontisern• Edo-
ca t ;meal A wroci t ion meeting which
ciitrver.es .t 0 toetirlit sod
rstreelns its' at :eine toril/ rr'sfey Tic
has been mooted by tire board of'
education a leave of absence in or-
der lw can go and participate in the
gathefing which will draw lorndrods
.05 the leadinr educators of Or, gottele
that thy. Prof Lich earl-tete() to
he on the preorem a "visiting day"
when the out'sider' errild visit the
Nardivile pn#ilic seilients, hut-- this 1.-s
not shown on tIte .:et,1:^e e` features,
' Table Damask
57 INCH DAMA§K AT soc YARD
54 INCH DAMASK AT 49c YARD.
64 INCH DAMASK AT 6c7c YARD.
63 INCH DAMASK AT 59c YARD.
PURCULLMOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.










only as needed, and are
adaptable to SHAPI
OF and SPACE Di yesr
offices.
q Complete 1Y and E' Sectional
Catalog may suggest something to
you.
q IA. word to Y and E sufficient!




















- et he cannot yet -tell whether•
this es!! be provided for or not. As
it is not on the -program he fears the
publk-sch • '-• .r la, dismissed for
the days the a: -- are in ses-
sion there, thee: ecoe hie will be de-
brived of the priviiee- o' making a
round of the different ities'ares
see the work done and .e-et • '7' -r




the hiabest standard possible. He ex-
Suffered Relapse.
Miss Clara Arittersne has suffered
a relapse with her illness, and the
doctors will now not permit her to
resume be' school teaching duties
until next week sometime, for fear
it may have a detrimental effect.
Scarlet Fever.
'sot ".•• cfh ' .' leo echoer ee
• " , to she
'as or tliree dive holore the attack
fuliy developed. She had been at-
beteding the ere:ins/of Miss Cathie
ThArnas, of the record and third
grade at. the Washington huildinr.
but as Mae was ,1* befAre taking
;and /bre is no danger of germs left
• in the wa, firmigat ices is not neces-
ear?. Health Officer William Graven
yererday 'nominal' stated that be has
INA fumigated the third grade room
at the McKinley htiilding in Mechan-
icsburg becous.e he did not think it
was .necessary,. he being under the
impression that the •littk Mose girl
last week developed her case of scar-
let fever from exposure to the Walk
et dbildiren of that neighbort motsthe latter having suffered an attack.
The Moss girl was in this room at
the school the mooring of the day
she broke out with Me levee but Dr..
Graves mid he did not deem it ad-
visable- to fumigate the room as therewas no danger of the otlov. children
contracting the disease.
Tire little Mots girl is doing, well
arid will recover from !let attack,
whit+ is in well developed form. She
resides on Clements street and their
home is flagged.
EX-GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK
WILL A f7 .ARST.
New York, Nov. at larence J.
Shearn, personal countel of W. R.'Hearst, annottneee that Ex Gov. Feante
S. Black has been retained to take.
charge of the criminal god of the lit-
igation which has grown out of Mk
Hearse's nittyOritty contest. Mr.
Black will take hold at moo and
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiudranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers 
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go. IBOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS tie T16 zo7 213 SOUTH THIRD STREET
COMMISSIONERS NOT TONIGHT
PAID $2o EACH FOlk THE SERV- CHARGES AGAINST CITY JAIL-
ICES THEY HAVE PER ER EVITTS WILL NOT
FORMED. COME UP.
Mrs. &Inch& Folz Qualified as Ex- President Davis Will Be Out of the
ecutrix of Will of Son, the Late City and Documents Have Not
Jacob Fats. Been Lodged.
t
County Election Commissioners
William Fark-y and Lem B. Ogilvie
have been allowed Sad each by
the county court for services as own-
.mioners, in canosseing the recent
election vote, meeting to Appoint of-
ficers, etc.
•Executrix Qualified.
Mre. Saneha Folz qualified as ex-
ecutrix oS the will of her late son,
Jacob Folz.
Property Sold.
Property on Ellis street in the
nortihdiew adintien, tine been tend,
Northview Reaity company to.
Mary' A Porchase for $1.330, and the
4 deed filed for record yesterday with•
the county ckek.
For Si and other coneiderationse4
property on ere Padueah and Hinkle
eine road has been sold by R. H.
ildeGaire to T A. Clark.
Mary G. Palmer, execettex. sold to




The county clerk 'witted wedding
eensep to the following couples.
Ea Mason, aged 23. eased. HaRine
Weitlauf, aged it of the city; B. H.
Martin. aged 64 of Paris, Term., and
Elizabeth Benoit aged eo, of the
city. This is the second venture for
both the two latter
BULGER RELEASED
; COURT DECIDED HE WAS NOT
ACCESSORY TO THE
KILLING.
Ed Scot" Held to Grand Jury
Ssoo Bond for Cutting in Sud-
den Heat and Passion.
The anpeachnient charges agairet
City Jailer Thomas Erg!, will not
be taken up this rooting by the at-
de.rinen in called session for several
reasons.
In the first place there seems to
, have been a misunderstanding as the
• charges have never yet been filed.
illhey have been drawn up by the at-,
, tointeis prosecuting them against'
Mr. Ernie in gavot- of Patrolman
1,Siamori Beadles, who claims Evitts
assaulted him. Althouge drawn up.
'brit not filed, the mayor overlooked
this fact that it was necessary to
have the documents in hand, so be
and President Dick Davis, of the al-
' net-manic boare went ahead and set
last ,night as the time for tiering
the proceedings. Hon, John K. Hen
' drick, representing the jailer, is busy
with the Urrted States court, and
asked the mayor and gremident to
continue over until this evening the
date for rite bearing That was done
but now it develop' the charges have
never been placed in the hands of
the mayor. so they cannot be. taken
or tonight, as the law require" the
1).41,er hung glen Ave days' teetice
when the accusations agaiewe him
art lodged so he wi1 have aenpbe
time in which to prepare his defense.
Another reasoi, who dee proceed-
ings will not be taken up tonight is
that President Dick Davis is in Bar-
low, Bullard county, ontliti geld
will not be back until •
JUST GERMAN -
DELEGATE FROM FATHER-
' LAND GOT HIS PACKAGE
LAST EVENING
in Mr. Janes Esker Pietro Ups Stray
Horse—Niblett Charged With
Drunk:mess.
Yenteedee 10461Sr Sleet" tn the An unknown man of German de-police criert Veld Fd Scott over to
scent was areested yesterday eveningthe grand jury in Seoo bond for kill- 
by Officers Hurley and Singer ea aning Charles Stewart, out on West
the charge of being drunk. Fie wasCourt erect Supday tight, while FA • • • '• picked up out about the union depot,Bulger was diarniseed, he being charg
and being so intoxicated he could noted with connilic:ty in the deed. Scott.
tell his name, he was entered up on'Iterated bond, hi. tagher Wingslare-
t. I the book as "Gernun; drenk."Aand4was re/tatted from custody.
During the examining trial 
/ 
yester-day  Horse. day Scott testified that after Steveart
had knocked Bulger down that Stew- County Jailer-elect James W. Eaker
art Walked away a few feet and then of Eieventb ansi Trimble *erects, not
conning hack struck him Stott, mad ified Lieueeeaat Thomas 01-er of the
knocked him to We kaeth, the 'cern- polite force last evening tSsitt a stray
ed chinned tftat while be eyes on his horse came up to his back gate and
knees he milks+ hill gun front his in- was taken in, being held for the own-
side cent pocket and yeah his left er„ The anima; was a bay, with star
hand fired the, *hot that killed Stew- in its kweltead, and set of haentas on,
art. while be was resting on his indicating that it had run away andknees, with his right ham) on the pulled oeity front the vehicle.
ground holdisig hins'up The balance i
of du -witnesses testified that they ! Lost Dog.rtid• not see Scott go dorm and that The polies' have been nntifiet thathe was on his feet alrette time. They someone stole a fine female dog fromdid not know sehethcr -Stewart hit the James re smith reseeegee onhim or struck at the othdr, it was so lteleshington near Fifth street.eark. Bulger stated that the blow
41
After hearing the testimony Judge w ere
Sancteee dismiseesi Bolger a/together, ; the chedd
 gone.
while the warrant elesesting Scott !
with murdcr was dittriened and there , Drunkenness Charged.ennernoteo the eeteefee eehootheg Officers Jonnson ^"A lastle'emeetee 1-eat and ro";on.e 0„.1 night found FA Niblett, white,- lying
the centre then fivelie the /mod Scott 'trunk in the lateY behitul Eli-ouieskly rave same with surety of his i rorYs Retool: on - South Second, neat'lather, who is nonce Welter soot Kentucky 'avenue. They locked himif Broaet. stie et. 
• 119.'The rose now comes tip before the ,
.4{14•N• convenes when the IMMENSE REHANDLINGetemi ..• • -siert of circuit enure PLANT CHANGES HANDS.04 weir vt erir a ft er mitt •at tire cfsunty I Carrollton, Ky.. Nov. an.—Tee largoentirt 
l est deal in the tobacco trade in Ken-
tucky in many morehs wag ennateneThe • eotil'ery at fro' +("4" "ford, Pa :of destroyed by fire Teeitcoo company, of this city, oneSunday le, ' • as lets been annentneefl, of the most exteripive rehandlere andThe peeper been, ci wet #he cone buyers of tAbacco in the world, soldw- -el sane Led rcennee !were& out tie the Anwrican Tobacco teen-of welisee The tetalekne is esti- •Panye -mated at $1,6tire000. The Barker company for many
t year, rart boineht up' all the tobaccoAcoodilk ea a St Petersburg effete it could get within a. radius of sev-the czar troy *inn issue a manifesto enty-five to one hurl/red miles hem"Tenting to Poland a general seen- Carrolltcue and, rehaballed and sold
sere uotrl‘ekptd government' about fLootime ponnes annually
ACTS CRAZY
I




Pounded Jailer With Stick, Tore





•For some years past he ha, been
subject to some character of fits, and
one of these overcome flint last Sat-
urday while he was down on Second
street near the market. He fell to
the sidewalk and painfully cut his
•head. He was taken to the city
hospital for treat/nett, but they dis-
missed him Sunday, thinking he was
ail right. The officer, however, had
to lock hint up again though, and .
yesterday. morning he was wild as a
June bug. City Jailer Torn Evitts,
started into the cell Ellithorpe oc-
cupied, when the latter picked up al
stick and ccrmimenced fighting the of-
ficial, striking Me. Evitts on the hands
and peeling his knuckle with a blow '
Elhtborpe then crawled up on thi
top bunleof his cell, and 'leaped &I W
on his head to the hard concrete floor
and painfully-hurt himself. Not be-
ing neisfied with this he tore up the
mores., and did all other damage
he passible emit!. Finally the jail-
er had to gee' four men to been con-
trol the wild man, who was likr a
raving maniac.
The authorities were tio convinced
that Ellititorpe is crazy, that Mayor
Yeiser had him sent back to the hoto
Fatal Yeate'daY +tia 













Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
•
Let us prepare your winter's









It is probable that Mlajor El'i-
thorpe will be tried for lunacy. Ili!,
peculiar actions convince the authori-
ties that something must be wrongs
with him mentally, and he. has been,
taken to the city hospital again fad
hIf is condition does not'




An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now, and
avoid the rush.
SOLDIERS WILL CHOSE OFFI-
CERS AT THE DECEMBER -
SESSION.
Conference Was Nee Held With
Judge Tyler Last Evening as
Intended by Committee.
At the December meeting of the
James T. 'Weibert camp of Confeder-
ate veterans, the annual election of
officers will be held, this decision be-
rig reached at the regular monthly
*reser-in of that body of old soldiers
last evening at the police cOUtt room
in The city ball, where they conduct
their gatherings. Adjutant William
If. Pattereori, of the camp, was or-
dered to mend notices to this effect
to every member no a large attend-
ance can be had at the December
meeting and all have a voice in say-
iivg who shall serve as officersfor
the ensuing twelve rreonthe.
Col. Joseph E. Potter presided at
last night's session irr the absence
of B. H. Scott, who is commander
of the post, and bad to lea0e the
gathering no sooner than it opened.
he being called away on leueinese
in Stewart ,ohich knocked 'hint agouti
rendered +in partially ineensi- I ,samue. 
Check Gone.
Faemer yesterdayblei and that he "21 itticil a "zed to the police that he had low to efecondition when be arose that he re- check given him by Woolfolk, Bauermembered nothing whatever aboet
& Bauer on the First National hankScott firing the fetid Wire A woman
of this city Farmer is from out inof Court street testified, however, '-"ethat Bulger informed her after the the 
county and says when /he awoke
killing that Soaft a the shooting. i'yesterday morning at the wagonyard
h he put up his team, he found
le was intended to have Hon.
bulge Tyler, of Hickman, Ky., to,
nicer with the veteran, last evening
ht being in the city attending United I
Staten, cciurt, hut this could nnt be
arranged, as he was busy, while Dr.
D. G. Murrell was confined with an
attack of sickness. The latter is
e'hairman of the committee having in
charge the matter of raising kinds
fer ere-ti•-trr the Carnegie library
lawn, the fine roonoment to the mem
ory of Southern soldier; and women.
He wants Judge Tyler to deliver a
lecture here on General. Forrest. the ,
Hickman lawyer having gone through •
the war with ttiat direineennhed tool-
dier. The proceeds from the lecture „
are to go to the mioriument fund, but
for theft reasons the conference area
not held. Judre Tyler is willing to
make the epeech though. lend peeper- .
We- ri fa•n, •nA ,•••1 • ",
MERCHANT TAILORS.
Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
BUSINESS MEN make it a point
nowadays to dress the part. They
find that it pays. The solid, sub-
stantial citizen wears solid, substan-
tial clothes, yet they are neat and
attractive—stylish, in fact.
But the business men's style is





WHITE DEER 116 S.4th St.
THE ONLY SALOON IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICATHAT HANDLES ONE (z) BRAND OF WHISKY,
The Celebrated Willow Springs, Coon
Hollow, Nelson Co., Ky.,
BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,THE ONLY GUARANTEE THAT THE POOR MAN HAS EQUALTO THE RICH MAN, BECAUSE UNCLE SAM PUTS THE U. S. A.STAMP OVER THE NECK OF EVERY BOTTLE. I HAVE NOTH-ING IN BULK, IN BARRELS OR JUGS TO REFILL THESE BOT-
TLES, THEREFORE EVERY BOTTLE THAT IS EMPTIED, THE'STAMP AS WELL AS THE LABEL IS SCRATCHED BEFORE AN-
OTHER BOTTLE IS OPENED; THUS WE OPEN A FRESH BOT-TLE EVERY TWENTY (2o) MINUTES.
REMEMBER THAT MY PRICES FOR PURE WHISKY (GUAR.-ANTEED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA- -
10c Per Drink, $1 Per Quart,
50c Per Pint, 25c Per Half Pint
'FOR THE* SAME AS YOU WOULD PAY FOR ARTIFICIAL COM-
POUNDED OR RECTIFIED WHISKY; WHY DRINK THE POISON-OUS STUFF WHEN YOU CAN GET PURITY AT THE
WHITE DEER
REMEMBER EVERYTHING IN MY HOUSE IS UNION, MY FUR-NITURE IS MADE BY UNION WORKMEN.; MY WHISKY ISMADE BY THE UNION; ALL MY CIGARS ARE UNION MADE—
FROM 5( to 15e- -STRAIGHT; ALL MY BOTTLED AND-
DRAUGHED BEER BEARS THE UNION LABEL; ALL MY SO-
DAS, GINGER ALE, SELTZERS AND COKE ARE UN/ON MADE;
MY ASSISTANT IS A UNION BARKEEPER; MY PORTERS ARE
UNION AND THE UNION LABEL HANGS OVER THE BAR.
THE PROPRIETOR BELONGS TO THE GRANDEST UNION
IN THE WORLD, THE UNION OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, THE GRANDEST UN ION OF THE WORLD.





money for C hrist -
mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it grow.








We have e'm to sell—you want




ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-









IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WICL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THIS
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
The Norweoiart parliament Satur-
day completed thp election of Prince •
Chariot or Dentnittie as lOrtg. A. my.:
sisitite was fired and the event wet
made one of much rejoicing. The,
prince will adore the ramie of Haak- !
con VU. and take office at. 'once,
tfireiele will not be crowned until
ant July
C ool Shoes
They are the Kind that
wear well and Aiavs
Look Neat And sDressy.
4411011M,WIPAMINgiuminor VilwolpflIemp1311811111111111111111111111111111111MIOrtr4
e
- tiuinuLa putt. &MAI'S REAStoLABLE -
Lendler & Lydon
3109 BROADWAY






Hon. J. C. Flournoy Delivers Eulogis
tic Address and Judge R. T.
Lightfoot the Oration.
Messrs. Richard .Clentents, Rodney
C. Davis and Frank Boone have corn
pleted the prcgram for the memorial
services te be conducted the first
Sunday of Dezember by the Elks'
lodge, at The Kentucky, out of re-
spect to the brethren of this order
who have died during the past twelve
months. The outline of service is a
very interesting and impressive one,
and the dead to wilvom it is commem-
orative, are Theodore Stayer, of Gol-
conda, Harry F rnhann of Baltimore,
Major Thome- Moss, George Diet
zel, Frank Pat CYBrien, of
here, and Bari ) :.1eIntyre, of Park-
ersburg, W. Va. The outsiders were
members of the local.lodige. The en-
tire public is cordially invited to at-
tend these services that start at 3
o'clock in the afternoon, during
which time the entire lodge occupies
the stage and the audience the audi-




Invercetioce—By Rev. T. J. Newell.
Opening ceremony from the ritual,
by the lodge.
•Aiddness by Exalted Ruler Wm.
Farley.
Vocal trio, "I Waited for the
Lord," by Mesdames W..- C. Schofield
William C. Gray and Mr. Emmett S.
Bagby.
General eulogistic adatees for sev-
en dead brothers, by Hon. J. Camp-
bell Flournoy.
Vocal quartette. "Rock of Apes,"
by -Mesdames W. C. Schofield, Wm.
C. Gray, and Messes. Emmett S.
Bagby and Slavic Mall
Oration—R. Te Lightfoot.
Soprano solo—Mrs. W. C. Scho-
field
Thanatopsis.
Hymn. "Neerer My Good to
Then" tune "Bethany," by lodge and
congregation.
Forget-Me-Not—By the lodge.
(Ititerneezzo from "Cavalleria Rus-
tkana," by Dean's band.)
Ceiseing ceremooies from the rit-
ual.
Doxology, to tune of "Old Hun-
dred."
Benedictioto—By Rev. T. J. New-
ell
Recensional, by Dean's band.
•
NEW TERROR'
CHICAGOANS FIND A SERIOUS
AND MOST PECULIAR
DANGER.
Tiny Pieces of Steel from Skyscrap-
ers Injuring the eyes of the
Windy City Folks.
Chicago, Nov. 210. —Downtown Chi
cape, just now, is experiencing a
phase of the age of steel which is
bringing tescrerofort and danger to
many people who use the streets in
the central business. district.
Somewhere in almost every block
a steel sloideton for a sky-scraper is
rising, and in these skeleton's preeti-
ntkit rilis arm, riveters are at work.
Some of these are at work at such
heighthe that the infinitesimal bits of
steel broicen off drift incredible dist-
ances with the wind-, finding lodg-
ment in the eyes of bosh man and
heave
"I have had a score of such pa-
tients in the last few weeks," said a
downtown occuli et yesterday. "I
hardly icnew what to make of it at
iiret. People came ire here with the
bloodshot eyes. suffering intetteely,
yet I was unable to find the irritable
subetarrae. In some of thew case-s
the inaor lid was cut and cross-hatch
ed as with a knife. With a glees- I
discovered a tiny tit of steel, and
since that time the matter has sirup-
Wed. The action of these pneurriat-
is tools is filling the air with parti
clew of steel, some of them almost
too small to be siren with a glass,
yet cutting like a diamoitd."
TAFT HIGHLY HONORED.
Keene City, Nov. ace—Secretary
of War William H. Taft arrived here
this morning from St. Louis and
*pest -the day the guest of the
gowsmerc i al club. Twohoreired and
fifty colored troopers of the Ninth
cavalry, who arrived here yesterday
leans Feet Leavenworth. Kw., wide,
command of Major Jansen B. Erwin.
and the Third regimes(, Missouri
Natiocal Guard, escorted the secre-
tary from the railway !nation throtigh
the business street* to the Ocienneer;
cial club, Where a reception was held.
Thousands of persons gathered
along the line eef march cheered Sec-
retary Taft. . 'Following the recep-
tion Itmehetxr era4 eel-red at the Bal-
timore hotel. • Tonight Secretary
Taft will be the principal speaker at
an elaborqee benquet giren by the




SORE MONEY NEEDED FOR
POSTOFFICE DEPART-
MENT.
Expenses are Reduced but Normal
Growth of the Service Calls for
Increase.
iWashington, Nov. 21 .—Postmaster
-General Cortelyou recently complet-
ed anti fonwarded to the seceetary of
the treasury the estimates for the
postoffice department for the fiscal
year ending June 3b, 1907. They
-show a reduction of expenses wher-
ever it is believed it will not impair
the service, but provision for deeel-
opulent of poetal facilities to meet the
growing needs of all sections 0; the
country.
The estimates for the postal ser-
vice at large—the field service—aggre-
gate $193,coo,cose, an increase over
last year's aperopriation of about
*12,00o,000. This increase represents
the normal goewth of the service,
.based upon what the postal authori-
- ties regard as the most carefub and
conservative estimates. Each suc-
ceeding year sees a large increase in
the business of the department. The
principal items in the increase are the
rural delivery service, railway mail
service, compensation to postmasters
and their clerks and the compensa-
tion of letter-carriers.
For the maintenance of the rural
delivery service and its proper exten-
sion over $29,000,0000 will be required.
This is an increase of $3,600,000 over
the appropriation for the current
year, which in turn is over $5,000,000
more than that of • last, year, so that
the present estimate is $1,400,000 less
than the increase of the present over
the preceding year. The deficit for
the fiscal year ended June 3. teos,
was $14,572,584.
'This amount, the difference be-
tween the expenditures an' the reve-
nues of the department," it is official-
ly announced, "may be said to repre-
sent the Actual cost of the postal ser-
vice to the people. If recent calcula-
tions are as accurate as they have
been frequently in the past, they af-
ford great reason for believing thet
the deficit for the year ending Nee
3o, 1906, will be considerably less.
It is an interesting fact that the to-
tal revenue for the fiscal year tgoe
exceeded the total expenditures for
• the fiscal year toee by nearly $Soo,000.
COLLECTORS
FRANKS THE ONLY ONE WHO
MAY LOSE HIS POSI-
TION.
" Sharp and Tames Are Safe and Long
May Succeed Barnett as Sur-
veyor of Louisville.
Washington, Nov. 21.—Recent con-
ferences in Washington 'have done
much to bring about an agreement
anweng reptiblicam leaders concerning
the distribution of the federal offices
in Kentucky. The president has
made suggestion.s of his own, conse-
quently thr-ee is not much dissension
though three important offices re-
main-to he filkd. The following ap-
pointirrents may be considered cer-
rain :
George Lieberth, collector Cooing-
ton district; remmunended by Mr.
Ernst.
Samuel J. Roberts, collector Lex-
ington' district; recommended by Mr.
Yerbes.
Joseph A. Craft, collector Fifth
strict; no opposition.
W. II. Tinsky, United States dis-
trict attorney Easttern dieericte rec-
eenimeneled by Congressman Ed-
wards.
Capt. Steven G. Sharp. marshal
Eastern district; recommended by
Gem. Duke.
R. D. Hill, district attorney West-
ern district; no opposition. ,
Dr. T. H. Baker, posemaster Lou-
isville; generally recommended by
the public W4hom he serves; no op-
position.
The positions Whitt are yet to he
*lied are:
Collector Owensboro district, Mr.
Franks incumbent. It is tent believed
M T Franks will be reappointed. Mr.
Sebree bad strong backing. Since
his death this rapporeere have gene
over to Mr. Overby.
United States Marshal James has
strong sttpport for reappointment,
desires reappointment, and may se-
cure it oil his record in office, but
is making no scramble foe the piece.
W. IT. Jones wants this position,
but will not get it, If Dr. James is
not reappointed it is believed Geo.
W. Lome wilt get it.
The surveyor of the port st
is Mr. C. M. Barnett, who wiles
for reappoiotment, and has some
strong eimport.
Mr. George W. Imeg is an appli-
*ant One tithe position, and if James
.-is appointed merstral, will get it.
Exchange of Treaty.
Washington, D. C., Nov 21 —The
exchange of the ratified treaty be-
tween Russia and Japan will take
:place in this city November 22.
WOMAN STALKED BY LIONS. More Important.
-Alt! Mrs. Newcomb," said the up.
Terrifying Adventure *with Six of r Idsh Mrs. Subbubs, "my many social
r the Big Brutes in East duties have prevented me from calling
Africa. upon you as I should. However,
will surely return your visit some
Mrs. L. liinde, whose husband ia sub- i day—"
commissioner oi the British East Africa ' "Oh! that doesn't matter much," re
protectorate, hies had the remarkalde
expeeieuce of being stalked by Bells.'
and the 4111 n.oits remarkable fortuue
of living to tell the tale. It was on the
Uganda railway, in a spot historic for the
ravages of man-eating lions, that lira
Iiinde met with the thrilling adventure
which she relates, says lilackwoed a
Magazine.
Camping out, the party In which Mrs.
Hinds was could hear with horrid reeu-
larity the screams of the wretched vic-
tims as they were carried off for the
maneaters' nightly repasts.
The camp was 70 miles from the near-
est connectiug link with the oneeae
world, and communication had to be
kept up daily by native mail runners. it
was the habit of the lions to keep pace
in the long grass with the runners oa
the track, and, haring selectdd the most
appetizing member of the party, to
pounce upon him and carry him off into
the bush.
On one occasion, when out mapmak-
trig, Mr. and Mrs. Hinds came upon
party of a dozen lions, possibly the man-
eating troop. Mr. Hinds fixed twice,
dropping two of the beasts. He then
suggested that Mrs. Hinds should ride
back to camp. while he approached the
two liana, who might be dangerous, even
though mortally hit.
After riding for half an hour Mrs.
Hinds looked back and saw six of the
lions following her. The two native gun
bearers ran away, leaving her unarmed.
alone with her sake an hour from camp.
She set off at a fast gallop, the sail
running by her side. In their path arose
an angry rhinoceros, which lied from
them on to the lions.
Mrs. Hinds reached camp In safety,
while Mr. Hinds was held up by the
rhinoceros, on which he did not venture
to fire for fear of turning it on Mrs.
Hinds.
THE ELEVATOR BATTERY.
And the Starter Who Shoots the Big
Projectiles Up in the
ilkyeeraper.
No," said the elevator starter in the
tall new downtown office building, "we—
Ten!—don't keep the cars waiting—
One! --any more till they All up—Seven!
—we keep them going—Fourl--all the
time. There's never a =lanes her.—
Eight!—when you can't get a car—
Three! —whichever way you west to go
—Fleet --up or down. You sos—"
He was a trims young man, says the
New York Sun, in a trim uniform, and
he stood on the opposite side of the oyes
space in front of the row of elevators.
Here he was out of the way of tie people
but could see every elevator and every
elevator runner could see him. Surely
there was something doing her. all the
time; but still in the midst of It all the
starter found time to say a word or two
In answer to an interested visitor.
"You see," be sald—"Six!— we have a
good many brokers in the—Ten!—
building, and naturally they don't—
One' —want to lose any time getting—
Seven!—to and from the street, and it's
just the same practically—Ninol—with
everybody; nobody likes to wait and so
we try to accomo-91x! --date them. It
takes a little more power, but not—
Three! —much, and it is convenient for
the people. There is never a minute
her. when you can't—Fivel—get a car
coming or going on any floor-131:!—We
keep the ears moving"
And so he certainly did. What Grid-
ley and Bragg did in the way of artng,
in response to those historic orders—
"You may fire when you are ready,
Gridley," and "A little more grape, Capt.
Bragg"—was nothing to what the start-
er was doing here, standing back of his
battery of elevators and firing, at the
rate of three shots a minute, enormous
projectiles through guns of a caliber
never heard of on land or sea, and keep-
ing this firing up. not through a single
action. but day after day and week in and
week out.
Low Finance.
George Ads was listening gravely to
a compliment. At the end he said:
"Thank you. You remind me of
something. A little while after the
appearance of my first book I went
spend a week In • sumacr resort oat-
rick; of Chicago. The landlord ef the
ut‘odest hotel said to me:
"'Mr. Ads, yea are . literary man,
I believer
'1 blushed and sinned, and answered
that I had written a few trifles, noth-
ing more.
"'1 have several literary men stop-
ping here,' the landlord went on. -
"'Well, I'm rather glad of that,'
said L
"Yes,' said the landlort like
literary men. They never object to
paying is advance. They are used to
it.' "—Washington Poet.
Bop te.Cerberus.
Citiman—What have you on that pla-
card?
Subbubs—It's a motto. "Down with
Norway."
"What do you care about Norway?"
"Oh, I've just hired a Swede 000k."—
Pittsburg Post.
Discovered.
Patron—Why do they call this place
a chop house?
Wit/ter—Why, sir, I suppose—
!Vt. don't trouble &bent it—I've
found out Bring me a hatchet for
this steak, wiU you?"—Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
plied Mrs. Newcomb, promptly, "but I
do wish you'd return the groceries
you've borrowed from time to time."—
Philanelphla Press.
An Expensive Age.
Father (looking over the paper)—
More bad news. A hitherto unknown
frog pond has been discovered in,Cen-
tral Africa.
Mother—What is that to us?
Father—What is that to us! It
means that every one of our Meat chil-
dren will hare have a new and re-
vised edition of Highprice's geography.
—N. Y. Weekly.
Pa's Language.
"Oe course, Tommy," said the nen
salaister, "you believe there is such a
ince as 'IOW'
"Yes, sir," replied little Tommy
Hardman, "that's what pa sea, any-
how."
"Indeed? What did be say about it*"
"Ohl he don't say anything about it.
He just sea it."—Philadelphia Press.
Serious.
Mrs. Bubble—Oh, James, that yoene
De Gaul has eloped with our daughorl
Mr. Bubble—Well, let 'em go. lie
can have her.
Mrs. Bubble—They went In your au-
tomobile and—
Mr. Bubble—Great Scott! why didn't
you say so at first? Telephone to the
police at once!—Cleveland Leader.
He Knew the Ropes.
"Glad to welcome you ill° our little
family. Mr. Newcome." said Mrs. Stare
em. 'Our boarders almost invariably
get fat."
-Yea," replied the new boarder, who
was not, however, new to boardnig, "I've
noticed the same thing In most boarding
houses. It's cheaper than meat, Isn't it,
ma'amr—Philadelphia Press.
Plight of Time.
"Myra, dear." called the anxious
mother from the head of the stairs as the
cluck in the hall struck the midnight
hour, "have you any idea how late It tar
"Yes, mamma," answered the. dutiful
daughter, who was plump, fair and 32,
"but it's better late than never. George
Is busy measuring my linger for the
ring "—Chicago News.
Confidence Game.
"I've seen a good many balloon as-
eenslons," said the star boarder, "and
they Were all fakes."
"Didn't ihey go up all right?" asked
one of the other boarders.
"Yes, but they were so tame. I've
never seen a balloonist get even the
slightest fall."--Chicago Tribune.
That Magnanimity.
First Feotpad—No, de guy wus big-
ger dan I fought, an' he wouldn't cough
up-
Second Footpad—An' what did yoase
do?
First Footpad—Ole I displayed some
of dat Japanese magnanimItY ea' lit ille2
go.—Clikago Sun.
Dosnestic Need&
Husband—Anything you want down-
town to-day, my dear? Shall I order
some more of that self-raising flour!
Wife—We have plenty lee; but I
wish you would stop at an Intelligence
office and order me a self-rising serv-
ant girt—N. Y. Weekly,
Pastoral.
Mary had a little iamb
Upon • famed excursion.
But Marx only sighed and wept,





thimbo gets caught In the rain without
'kis-umbrella.
- Howimattates the pro blem.—Philadel-
pbla Press.
Not Nis Fault.
I tried to idea the rosy cheek.
Beneath that charming bonnet.
And yet I failed; I only touched
The nee complexion on It-
-Life.
"Loden Convenience.
Little Girl (in church)—Why does so
many people put those little envelopes
on tit' contribution plate?
Little Boy—Them's to keep the pen-
nies from maids' so much nolse.—N.
Y. Weekly,
Stale.
Stubb—There goes Miss Flasher.
Says she is just back from Newport








of fir eigning of the John Jay cop- hosbesif does the "trading" a 114- oil or coal baron, I Mlan.—Cotticago
Subseribe GirlTIIIVREO/rfelt. nverciai treaty, ileeig.—AtediOn Globe. 4e.deeseeellikiikeggi ella•_ _ 
. .
Disconsolate.
About the most discqnsolate looking
woman we know angthing about le,the






Her—Not if I could get an
ir. • -
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OLIVER, OLIVER & M'gREGOR.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: genton. Ky., retest' bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room Ire Fraternity Building.
New Phone toe Old Phone 303.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want year ceothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
ll. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES





DR. ItOBT. J. RIVERS
zso NORTH FIFTH STREET
- 
Both Phones 353
Office hours I to to a, an.. I to 3














Room No. s. Columbia
11• T. Hessig• M. D.




NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES, ALL DRUGGIST toe.




Rev. Ohborne Is En Route to Mk-
mud for the Teal.
Rev. A. T. Osborne, of Murray,
was here en route to C,aribth-
ersviiie, Mo., to attend trial of the
fee-ow damage suit be has against
Bishop E. E.. Hendrix, Of that Meth-
odist denotnination.
Rev. Osborne was once pastor' of
the Jackson, Tenn, Methodist
citurct, and aanotnroed 'he would
give a series of lectures on spiritual-
ism and hypnotism_ This aroused
'the antagonism of some of the
church officers and they got him to
resign his Jackson charge -with the
understanding that be ircmki be giv-
en another charge when the confer-
ence met in Southwest Missouri last
September. The conderenet, how-
ever diseniesed °shoran from the
chew*, after a hither speech by B4*-of Hendrix, vilio abused and injured
'his wending, so Rev. Osborne says.
Some of the conference attendants
moved before the aseetnibly to with-
draw the diorama! order, provided
Rev. Osborne resigned, and Bishop
Hendrix refused to let them do thie.
Rev. Osborne then filed the $23,00o
snit for &tinges against the bishop 
lDr' .
for defamation of elmenceer, and 
thelieigattinn conies up now for trial. J. 'F. GILBERT
Corbin aelcs that he he not appoint. OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIANed of general staff when he ii
promoted to lieutenant general. Phone age, eoo Broadarsy,
PADUCAH, L3'.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and ben
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for ibe Round
Trip to lemnessee river
and return.
/t is -a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at s p.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.





Rooms a, and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523- 1-.11 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both piaani. 31.
 41
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes ar2c:
FLutqitiare.
Bay anything and sell everything.
siteaao Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fraasioli.
Moving wages in coosecties.
E.111. PUR EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms and Register Building,









Room :3 and :4 Chlembia
Old Plums rep.
_  I
FLOURN 0 Y & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms ro, az and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Rasa
Dr. B. T. Han v
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera. lea
Non hFiftb, Both Phone 33s. ki
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone Aga
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWY ER—




Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
st .
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone reas
Residence. Ilig Broadway.
Phone :45.
President Roosevelt is expected to
incorporate in his message a demand ,Dry Hot Air Baths d *yes whoa.
for pure footi hesis}ation, 110144
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office phone est, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SUROZON.




























































had been in some scrape and had re-
ceived a bad cut, which had been
sewed ip by a surgeon. His hand got
well and he worked for us nearly a
year. One time he was sick for sev-
eral weeks and I said to him: 'Jobe,
why don't you welts to your folks! I
know thot you hIlve a home and that
your parents are worrying shout you.'
He took my advice and wrote two let-
ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
going to leave you I will eat dinner
with my folks to-morrow in Golden.
Col.' Well dressed and feeling good
with $250 in his pocket, fie bade us
good-by. We soon received a letter
trom his mother, thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
When the men who have accumu-
lated much land in the wheat country
die end divide their holdings, the land
will be In smaller tracts and so thick-
ly settled that the local market will
supply all the labor needed in the !ter-
sest_ That will mark the end of the
summer migration.
Swimmers' Cramp
In drowning accidents where expert
swimmers suddetily Ice* all control of
their powers, the usual explanation of
cramps is beginning to be looked upon
as Insufficient. It has been noticed
that worsens having dieser° of the
middle ear, who have already strewel
symptoms of vertigo, are eePeciellY
ble to tt4eb seIperita. and as the
emnicireadlit NNW are the organs of
directIgn, it Is suggested that. even a
slightleemorrhage In this 'tidiests
street e from a blow by the Wave.
would emit in utter helplessness
Perso with ears not perfectly sound
are t fore warned against swim
mug r •
nuelied with ran.
Joy ids a prize bhbought, and teil
freest:- urest in its flow when it tome
atm t. No getting Into heaven, as
a pl . will compass It. You must
(leery with you elsedit is not there
You mast have It in you, as the musk
of a 'yell-ordered soul, the fire of a
holy *roost. the welting up out of
the depths of eternal springs
die liege the simian thera—diorace
Egahliall.
Those who think doer or mountain
lion hunting to be hard work ought to
try hunting hawks' nests for awhile
and get a taste of the really strenuous
life. Hawks nest all over the world,
from the equator to the far north; they
make up one of the largest and Welt
widely known of any of the bird fam-
ilies. To them belong the great bald
eagles and the tiny sparrow hawks
everyone knows. But their habits are
all 'different, so that methods which
will result in the finding of one hawk's
nest, says the Los Angslea Times, will
take the hunter directly by the home
of another species. The little' sparrow
hawk lays its eggs in a hollow tree,
while the eagle builds a bulky nest of
all sorts a sticks and places it in the
very tiptop of the highest available
tree.
The hawk hunter—who, by the way,
calls himself an "oologist"—takes with
him as much of an outfit as would A
beer bunter. First of all, he a
suit of duet or kWh:Limon( or,
ably, fOitest green in enter, and ins -
of the esUltlinirey ghee, of ae basaircA
light leather creations which yield to
every movement of the foot and cling
as tenaciously to the bark of trees as
would the barefoot. To aid Ida to
climbing still further, he carries a
Pair of the "climbers" used by tale
phone and telegraph linemen. Added
to this is a tin box having straps on
each end so that it may be easily car
red, and In which the eggs are care-
fully packed in cotton.
Entering the forest or the cliff-walled
canyon, the modern hawker strikes out
carefully, treating as silently as any
deer hunter, searching the skies fre-
quently with a field glass for the great
birds he seeks. Hawks, eagles and
most of the owls nest in early spring
from the first of February to the end
of May, so that the collector must be
afield early in order to get eggs in
which incubation has not commenced
He scans the tops of trees or such
likely places as he knows and, finding
some great bulk of sticks looming
darkly against the sun, he lays down
his paraphennalla and ascends the tree
If the hawk be one of the large spe4.ise
knows as besssid hawks, a rap on
trunk of the tree will usually send the
nesting bird in screaming flight frorr
her home. With the smaller hawks
this tat does not apply, but the as
perienseed hawker rarely climbs to
nest from which no bird can be la
deceit to Sy.
Mee secured aad brought Well
home, the next thing for the "oologise
to do Is to 'reserve the eggs. This hi
(loss by drilling a small hole In onu
side of the egg and removing the con
teats by wane of a blowpipe. Instru
dents are manufactured for this pur
pose, and many are of intritate make
for use when the eggs are valuable
and so tar incubated as to be unsay
able with the unaided blowpipe
When the eggs are emptied of thee
contests, they are thoroughly drip/
with hot air and then laid careful!)
away in trays of cornmeal to become
entirely dry in cast the air has lef'
KAN AS WHEAT BELT RIMING BIG EGGS.
angi41 IN WHICH ARE MANY
RialwES OV CULTURE.
rite Only Real Work of the Year Is
During the Harvest Season—
Farmers Generally Are
Students.
There are homes on the wheat
ranches where culture reigns. Books,
eictures, music, pianos and newspa-
pers keep the inhabitants in touch
with the best things of life, says the
Kansas City Star. The onerous toil of
• the wheat harvest is mostly imagin-
ary. The only real werk of the year is
during the week of harvest. Turning
the soil with a riding plow is not hard,
as farm work goes. Planting the wheat
aids a drill Is easy. Waiting for it
to grow is not such degrading labor.
Men who raise three crops of alfalfa
a year work herder all summer than
do the wheat harvesters. Tit* harvest
tends are softened, weakened products
cf emervating city life, and that fa why
the work seems hard. The harvest
erasion is a godsend to these mei. The
cutlet to the country for a season of
reeMating toil soothes the nerves of a
fermenting element the city breeds
and harbors:
Ttle farmers of the wheat belt, on
the whole, seem to be tibial& the hap-
pie. aggieultatisiew Web* Naiad. Tbe
tepid growth of the western counties
Into the gigantic wheat-producing sec-
tion that it pow is has offered ample
opportunity tor all the farmers of
managing ability to build up moder-
ate fortunes and acquire large tracts
ot laud. These they have adorned
with splendid homes, orchards and
shade trees, and have stocked with
fine cattle and good breeds of all do-
mestic stock. The wheat belt is also
the greatest grass land on the
earth." That is, native grass grows
there in profusion, and it makes the
best grazing of any gram crop. All
these things have enabled the proems-
cure farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
rural life delightful.
These wide-awake farmitit are stu-
dents of everythiag that comes into
their Nees. At a glance they can tell
which of two steers will gain a pound
the quicker and on a given ration, and
this same faculty essites them pulses
of human character as well. They
enow what kind of men they are deal-
ing with and treat them accordingly.
Many a mita who cause to the harvest
like a tramp. • man used to a cul-
tured home. but fallen from grace aid
"down on his luck," has beem singled
out ty the farmer or his wife as one
It for better things Such • man Is
treated as one of the faiiUy. His
story is learned it he wishes to tell it
When the harvest is over he Ig given
steady work. The bled that throws
people together of aneequal plane of
thought becomes established
Casegot this kind can be related in
every household in the wheat bolt.
Paid omit fernier's wife---ehe traced her
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
bistoria names of colonial days and
was ADAM a college graduate: "One
of the most Interesting things of the
harvest is studying the character of
the men. Last year a young man
worked for us who, we readily Bev,
was of good breeilleg and same from
a respectable home. His hand got
HOW THE COLLECTOR GETS AND
PRESERVES HIS sirscrionis.
It Is Necessary to Have Outfits as
' Extensive as Those of Hunters
of Big Game—dlome Par-
ticulars.
6
tore In the harelip. and I dress it any drops of moisture. In a day ce
and doctored him the best I could. It , two they are placed in their anal nese
got worse, and one day I asked him I, of cotton in the drawer of a cabin.'
what was the matter with it He said. where many other hawks' eggs have
'The blood does not circulate in it.' preceded them. Each collection Is cat
Then he rolled up his sleeve and alogued, and the eggs are marked with
showed a sew that was frightful. He a known symbol, No that not only may
each set be distinguished from all the
others, but each species may also be
known by a glance at the egg and
without reference to the printed cats
Logue. t
Many thousands of dollars' worth of
hawks' and other birds' eggs peas an-
nually through the malls of this coun
try. They 'are sent in exchange be-
tween collectors living in widely sep
&rated parts of America, and many
come from Europe, where the study of
birds' eggs aad ..he sport of collecting
them have been developed to a much
greater extent than here.
A rare merlin found only. In the
northern part of Canada during the
breeding season lays an egg worth $15
to its fortunate finder; and not only
this, but the merlin usually lays some
three to five eggs in every nest .110
that a "set" (as the full number ot
eggs laid by a u.rd is called) may be
worth a neat sum to the hawker whc
Suds it. But it is not for money that
most of these men who have taken up
this kind of sport go out; many of
them are independently rich, other,
are in lucrative positions, but they
take It up as a means of getting out
into the world of the wild, and brine
home the eggs as souvenirs of thell
tripe. In time this has grown to be
a regular study, until now almost all
the litre* museums have a department
deettted edclusively to the study of the
eggs of birds, living and extinct.
An Exceptional Occupation.
A Parisian actor who formerly made
a good income in his profession is now
eerning his living as a cab driver. He
has taken this step to spite his di
voreed wife. Wherever he went she
Tett a lien on his ealary. The stem
found that the only occupation In
walcb his wife eras helpless ags.insi
hint was cab driving, bootees he drew
no wages and had to pay ter the hire
of the cab. He says he is making s
livid living and Is quite ham.
Clotting Hie Ilhape.
Molly—I hear your brother is weir-
dos corsets, now?
Cholly—Oh, yes, he's trying to gel
Is shape for the whiter attoraces 4lime.
—Yonkers Statesman.
RITISH SHELL OF 1812.
Han Brings Up in Fish
Net Relic of the Rev-
olution.
An interesting relic of the war of 1812
was recently hauled from the depth of
Curtis bay in a fish seine by B. It. Stull,
of this city, says the Baltimore Ameri-
can. The relic Is a shell,-which is sup-
Weed to have been dropped oeerboard
from one of the British warships which
assailed Baltimore.
lie took the shell to Fort McHenry,
where the ordnance officers pronounced
It a shell of English make, and also in-
formed Mr. Stull that it was loaded. Mr.
Stull was determined to find out what
was inside, and, placing it under water,
he carefully bored through the bell
metal cap. When the cap was removed
about a gill of black powder, which is in
good condition, came out. There was
something else inside, so Mr. Stull con-
tinued to flig, and at last dislodged 176
"leaden bullets, sash about nee-eighths
of an inch in diameter, which had been
firmly embedded in brimstone.
The shell is five and five-eighths
Inches In diameter and, with its con-
teilita, weighs 224 pounds.
It was also learned by Mr. Stull thal
the wooden cap was a portion of the
shell, the method of shooting the shall
b4ng to place the cap on the shell, with
a fuse leading through the cap and the
bell metal to the interior of the shell.
The powder charge for the gun was then
• tied or wrapped around the out-
side of the wooden cap and the whole
placed hi the gun. When the latter was
discharged the powder ignited the fuse,
which in turn carried a spark to the
powder in the shell. The spark reach-
ing the brimstone caused a gas to
form, and this exploded the shell, the
leaden bullets causing the destruction.
GUILD OF "CRAPE PULLERS"
New Liles of Business That Is
Worked in Connection with
the Florist's.
"Crepe pullers get a 20 per cent.
commission," said the conservative
florist "That commission comes off
the flowers, though," he added, sneer-
Ins.
"'What Is a crape tmllerr
"A crape puller is • man who,
watching the death notices in the
newspapers, calls on all the bereaved
alaillies and solicits orders for doy-
en for the funeral. We call such a
man a crape puller oontemptuous17,
pretending that he gets indoors by
yanking the crape which hangs from
the boor ben.
"A good many florists encourage
crape pulling—in Mot, live oa it
They have booklets, illustrated with
photographs, that tell all shout the
various designs they make. With
these booklets the crape puller can
solicit orders in an intelligible way.
"We conservatives don't 0100111111.4
Crape pulling. We consider It uneaten
ty and indeooroes in the fleet place,
and in the eseood place, sloes the big
comaission comes not out of the
Docile of the florist, but off the or.
der of the purchaser, we consider It a
little dishonest But death is always
with us e lariats must live. The new
guild of the crape pullers grows by
hundred' weekly."
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE
Nebraska Rancher Has Heating Ap-
paratus Put in Poor
Structure.
Nowadays you're likely to find a
modern heating plant in almost any
corner of the world, no matter bow re-
mote It may be, said a representative
of a prominent heating appliance man-
ufactory,
Not so very long ago our company
was asked to make an estimate for
putting In a modern steam plant in a
sod house on a lonesome Nebraska
ranch. I saw the house, and while its
exterior was not very prepossessing.
its Interior was most cothfortably fit-
ted up and furnished. It had six
rooms. I think, all of them liberal in
size, and fitted out in a modern' way.
The owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundance of money. He
merely hadn't got around to building
• wood, stone or brick residence. His
sod house is located about 40 miles
from a railroad and in a lonesome
stretch of prairie.
Wonderful Improvement
Wife (returned from church to her
husband, who had stayed at home)—
You should have heard Dr. Doe* see
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has made such
profound impression on me. I
trilnk it will make a bettor woman of
me as long as I live.
Husband—old you walk borne?
"Ole no; I took a car, and, do you
know, John, the conductor never asked
me for my fare, and so I saved e
nickel. Wasn't I kicky r'—Chicago
Journal.
Parsimony in Church.
The picture Mr. Sidney Holland
once drew of the portly and affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously (leder
lag. In the course of the familiar
hymn, that "were the whole realm of
nature his, it were an offering far
too small," at the same time ireete
lug In the reoesses of his trainees
for the threepennybit o-Lieli he knows
to be there.—Vanity Fair.
Linguistic "Hellos."
The long-distance telephone system
in Berlin reaches distant capitals like
St Petersburg, Vienna, P11.111, NAM
and Brussels. The operators are meet.
]y WOM00 who ass Prsiklalat la Um
of the principaleodatriee
lios==. Utile Itlgily...trabsed and
f=ratver4iiiiiikrail
.011•1•110,
- MOURNING IN JAPAN.
Is Done in Private and Not Paraded
Before the Eyes of the
Public.
In Japan people who have suffered
it bereavement not only do not put on
mourning, but after the blow has
fallen they make thefr next appear
ance with a smile upon 'their faces,
as If nothing had happened. Accord.
lag to Lafcadio Hearn, this is not
In the smallest sense an evidence of
Indifference, The Japanese, he de-
clares, suffer as keenly from a be-
reavement as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow is to af-
flict those about us. The mien or
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
impossible for a courteous person to
wear it. So reason the Japanese. In
order that no thought of pain shall
pass from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the siffferer wears the aspect of con-
tentment, even though his heart is
breaking.
Our own practice is quite the re-
verse.. It considers the sufferer, not
his friends. In orher that not only
may all know that he is in sorrow,
but that some drop of that sorrow
may pass from him to those about him,
the bereaved person wears black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
Is not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op-
ponents of the practice have thought.
lessly assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
marks of those aho are ignorant of
his affliction. IT is worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
blundering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
ant, we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort is considered is
the sufferer. The many are called
upon to share in his woe to some ex-
tert The emblem is the token of their
compassion, not the enslozzzlement of
his grief.
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
Freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of the American Gov-
ernment
For the third, and, let us hope, for the
last time, a study of the Panama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private com-
pany that can be organised. For the
butlay made by the American govern-
ment actual property or a full equivalent
In work has been obtained, and no un-
necessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the ces-
sion to the American government by the
new Republic of Panama of a strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
ocean. In Periestulty, all question of a
eenocessioa life is penamseaUy rekereed;
and, fully, inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
a large profit on an investment, and as
It can obtain the necessary funds at an
interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be paid by a private
organization, it is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a much
larger capital investment, and that wt11
require more time for completion. In
short, the American government 1e free
from ordinary limitations Therefore
the question before the government and
its advisers is: What Is the best type
of canal to construct, and how should It
be constructed?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Talerman Shows Very Clearly His
Lack of Feeling Against
Indians.
In a northern California town a sup-
posed murder has been committed, re-
lates Lippincett's Magazine.
The hilt-breed wife of an Indian
had died, as the trisband said, from
natural causes, and was buried with-
out the usual formalities being first
complied with. After a lapse of two
weeks the body was disinterred by the
authorities, at the instance of a par-
ticular enemy of the accused, and
marks of violence, as the informer
stated, were found upon the de-
ceased.
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
ining the talesman to ascertain If any
of them were prejudiced against
ans
Talon:nen Taylor was upon the stand
undergoing a rather stiff cress-exam-
ination.
"Did an Indian do you or your him-
ler any harm at any timer' *died the
prosecutor.
"No," replied Taylor.
"Did yen or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with an In-
dian?"
"No," replied Taylor. "except that
nu wife's mother was killed by an
Indian."
Good Advice.
Magistrate—So you want to get a
separation froze your wife? What's
the matter, with her?
Applicant---She behaves most brutal-
ly toward me She treats me like a
dog and works ins like a bores.
*rem afraid, my good man. I can do
not*.iny for you. You'd better go to
the Society for the Prevestioe of
Cruelty to Animals."—Jugend.
Not Pretty Then.
'Hateful this's, the le!" exclaimed
Mies Pretty. angrily. "I'm glad I'm
not as mean as she is. I'm as meth
alerre her isi—"
"Tut! tut!" interrupted her fiance,
"remember that rosebud mouth of
yours ceases to be a rosebud where it
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South Bound. Noi sos-
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville  1220 p.m,
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch  .3:40 1)-nl.
Leave Central City  3:55 P.m.




















5:25 p.m. 2.27 a.m,
6:40 p.m, 3:40 a.m.
6 :45 P.m. 3:45 a.m.
7:55 P.m. 450 a.m.
  8:31 p.m. 5:17 a.m.
8:39 P.m. 5:23 a.m.
10:30 p.m. 8:15 a.m,
  ii:oo a.m. 8:15 p.m.
North Bound, NO. 102
Leave New Orleans  7:ko p.m.
Leave Memphis  6:e0 a.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn 
Leave Rives  9:42 a.m.
Leave Gibbs  9:48 a.m.
Leave Fulton  to:io am.
Arrive Paducah  11:20 a.m.
,Leave Paducah  55:25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 pare
Arrive Hophinsville  3:50 nm.
Arrive Evansville  6:25 p.m
Arrive Nortoturille  1:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m.
Arrive Horse Brandi  3:00 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  4:55 pin,
Arrive Louisville  5:35 Pm-








































Ar. Chicago  5 :3oa.m.
Ar. St. Louis  8:o5p.m.
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
(North Bound.) (South Bound.)
No. 374, No. 3oe. No. 375.
4:10p.rEhLV. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m. 9:40p.so.
8.4op.m. Lv. Chicago.... 2:50a.m. 6:20P-m.
8: 05a Lv. Caebombaie . II :40arn. 7 :oea.m.





Lv. Princeton.. 2 :35p.m.
Ar. Paducah..., 4:15p.m.
Ise Paducah.... 7 xsop.m.
Ar. Caws)  8:35pert.
Ar. St. Louis 
kr. Choir)  8:o5a.m.
Bound.)
135-835 122-822 136,835
6:4osem. Lv. Chicago.... 6:20p.m. 9:45assi,
7:45a.m., 1.v. St Lcuis 9:40p.m. 2:15psa.
9:25ame Lv. Cairo...,.... 6:ooa.m. 6:2op.m.
Ar. 7:4;a.m. 8:10p.aa.
trioa.rn.,Le„ 7:50ant 8:55p.aa.
5:40p.m. Ar. Princeton .. 9:29a-m. 9:509.1•1.
9:30P.m. Ar. Hopkinerville  :oopk-sa.
LINE.
(South
Trains marked thew (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rya
daily. Tratiss 103 and 104 curry thro ugh sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains to 1 and 102 skepert between Louisville.
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8o1 and 822 sleepers between Padeade-
and St. Louis. For froirther informs &re, acheress
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
TOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., ldemphis, 'Fenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A.. Chicago, in.
C. C. WCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL sum OF ONLY 6s CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS PIER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY IC PER SINGLE ROLL.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, Inc, 15c, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL RFFECT, INGRAYNS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVXABLXI.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS iN
JAPAINIESH FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DV-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOFING
'PAMPA 3kLL AMID SEE OUR Nireld. "LIU& ON SAMPLES.
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT ANXS
CsTVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR TTIF
_ .
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
• ZAK) CI I iiiRD
MAIM, HARR & CO.
Subscribe for The Register







Price 25c and 50c.




Wednesday Morning, Nov. 22, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
.-Far and mild weather is the pre-
ctien for today; -
The Brotherhood of Railway
carmen held a 'special -fission last
mien to .hcar reports from delegates
attending the recent oational gather-
ing of that body in New York.
-Word from Middlesboro, Ky., is
that Julian Howard died there Mon-
Jay of wounds inflicted accidentally
by himself with his revolver while
practicing at a target some days be-
lieve. He has friends here in Pada-
fah. where be came d%ristg the recent
encampment 'of state militia, as lieu-
tenant of the Middiksboro company:
' -Mr. and Mrs. Wier, of Fourth
Mead Washington streets, are parents
tof twin giria-born yesterday.
, -The members gave a big dance
at the Red ?!ens hall on •Nlorth
Fourth street last night, and marry
*ere there
-The Paducah Gun and Rifle club
So preparing for a big tournament on
lrhaniregiving Day.
COURT BREVITIES.
11Sealine P. Lyon's Damage Suit Con-
• firmed--Bladdnanes Last Trip.
IThe appellate court yesterday al-
rd the local circuit court wherein
libralise P. Lyon got $750 damages
against tht Mergantirakaalforton Bas-
company, for injuries sustained
• she was working around Ina-
-dlielery at that plant. Charley Wheel-
-ft represwts the losinkside.
• DeptitySJ. S. alarshal Walter Bleck
turn, who/ is here attending the fed-
eral court is now making his last of-
ficial trip here, as shortly he gives up
hias federal job to become county
Judge of Crittenden county, having
been elected to that place at the gen-
-gra) election the first of this month.
r' SHOT THREE TIMES.
Ed Starks Shot BA Taylor Near
I Murray About Dividing Fence.
.t1
z Word from near Murray yesterday
monaing was that tft$ day. bettin;Tih„
lEd Starks got info in irsofteitti
Btu Taylor, who residts on the ad-
'joining farr, and *hot Taylor three
times, oriel of which wound3 may
prove fat Theolinvc men feN Out over
a dividing e. Reports say Starks
shipped 'He is a ha'f brother of
the late C.1.1 J. R. Smith of this city,
and under ,the latter's will draws an
annuity °eats per month from the
traducahan estate.
liglrr OP" Tax Penalty.
The law clays that the firet of De-
teirrber City Treasure John J. Do:
Irian all put tree ben per cent pea-
alty on all city property owners Who
have not paid the last •fitilf of their
innakipal taxes that are due then.
IAA it 'does not say what hour the pea
*My goes on, the treasurer always
wtaits until midnight to do this, and
in that manner give all as long a time
as possible to pay before the addi-
lisnal is 'heaped on. Now as the
lain day of this month is a legal holi-
day, 'Tharikegivirig, and the public
tette.* wl b4 closed and no business
transacted, the treasurer will let De-
cember 1st act ale the last of this
ameals mid by eh;s no* pat oui the
genalty until midnight of December
2sd.
Low-Fare Excursions.
?To Chicago Big Stock Show
Over Pennsylvania Lines
December tel, 17, 18 and I u
trinNIUgh trains. leave Louisville
morning and evening. Cafe car, din-
ing service a la carte, free library
tared smoking parlor in morning train.
Sleeping cars in night tratn. Parlor
sand sleeping car accommodations
may be reserved in advance through
IC. H. Hagerty. District Passenger
TAgent, Lottleville, Ky.
t • Contractors.
Bids will now be received for the
building of the new three-story hatel
at Benton. Plane may he tweis'at
office of 01-r. Oliver & hfcGregor,
room 114 littatemity building
Thos. W. Lawson has been held
the men Of, $3,000 On the charge








Hon. Jake Corbctt, of Balkird
county, is in• the city visiting his
mother on North Si-att'street.
- Irlir-jarnes Bugg, the tie man, will
go to Florence, Ala., today on busi-
ness.
Miss Kathleen Whitefield will re-
turn tomorrow from visiting relatives
in Clarksville.
Mt. J. V. Hardy ht for St. Louis
?•id Vessel lay on business 
iMr. John Cobb arr.ved from Cairo
yesterday morning to rake a position
•on the News-Dernocrat.
Hon. Mike Oliver returned yester-
day from a business trip to Benton.
Mr. Robert Shemwell, of Benton,
is in the city on business.-_Mrs. u W aen.,-of-L-ewistsurg-,
Ky., returned home yesterday after
visiting her brother, Mr. F. M. Mat-
lock.
Mr. Maurice C-oobey, of Mayfield,
is in the city on busir ss.
T..awyer-Chstetre-G'---ettstryfe-extes
moving into his West ' -son street
new home. Dr. and . Robert Riv
.o.-s will live with Mr. G.
Mr. Pat Atkinson was yesterday at
Barlow, and if tbloge suit him will
accept a position of station agent
Aare "for the I C., it hav:eg been of-
fered him.
'Mrs. J. E. Skinner and children, of
Murray, are visiting Mr. John Skin-
ner's family.
(Messrs. Jesse Logan, L. Minor, T.
C. McCoy and B. Beadles, of the I.
C. boilermaking department, yester-
day left for Ralmouth, Ill, accom-
panying the remain, of their late co!
worker, Piaui Candy. who died Sun-
day of typhoid fever.
Miss Eleanor Wright has returned
from visiting tier parents in Mayfield.
Mr. LouisP. Head returned yes-
terday from 'Central City.
Mr. T. H. Bridges and wife have
returned froth Mayfield
Mr. R. -M. )(slier, of Hickman, is
visiting Captain James Koger.
Miss Manse 'Cobb and Miss Jean-
ette Catup-beH wo to New York next
week to visit.
Mies Naivete Cochran, of Louis-
ville, ii the guest of bee son, Mr.
Will E. Cochran.
Miss Maud Moses is visiting here
from Murray. •
Mrs. Mary Miming, of 'St. Louis,
is visiting her sister, alleit G.
Croat. 
ALLOW COMPETITION.
The Gas Company Kindly Recedes
From Monopolistic Stand.
At this afternoon's meeiling of the
board of public works a report will
be made that the gas company wiH
hereafter not pursue their old course
of not letting any pletniber outside
their own Pay piping leading through
a private yard or building up to the
company's meter installed inside. The
managers of the company lave in-
formed the city officials that they will
hereafter permit competition with
other plumbers. Heretofore the gas
company would not connect premises
with the mains unless their are men
ran the piping in as far air fhemeten.
The board of works at its last meet-
ing raised the point that it did not
believe this was legal nor just, and
now the managers of the company
say they will let anyone lay the pipe,
just whoever the owner wants to let
fire contratt to:
Brick Man Here.
Mr. Herbert Larst, the Evansville
brick man, arrived in the city yester-
day on business connected with the
brick he fernishal for the Third
/street reconstruction work. Three
caritas& more came yesterday and
this is enough to finish the entire im-
vement which be been held back
y delayed shiptne of the material.
Humane Society.
The Humane _ Society committee
preparing the rules and• by-laws of
that organization have not yet. com-
pleted their work. The connnittee
has received copies of the laws for
4the societies of Memphis, Nashville
and Atlanta, bitt they do not irrchule
everything wanted for here, so they
have written to other places for cop-
ies of the regulations prevailing there
Notice.
J. Bamberger is at nis shop again,
126% North Fifth street, Una would
be pleased to see all his castorners
mid many news ones
CONTESTS IN THE AIR.
Fight Expected Over Offices in
Princeton and Caldwell Counties.
Princeton Ky., Nov. 21 .-Jutnes
Meson, Nee defeated republican cap-
didate ft* school superintenderrt of
Caldwell county selhoolia filed a con-
test against the succeseful democrat-
ic candidate Miss Nannie Catlett.
Prt1104144*Itsoti, attorneys for W.
P Blaek, William F. Dodds and W.
C. Rocker filed trotices of contest
against b. 13. Sia!ocla, M. U. lAusab
and J. Leslk Rielserills, elected Riun-
ty judge, Sheriff and justice of the
peace reapec.fiveizr.
Notioen s,f contest were also filed
against the secessful democratic van-
didave for councilmen 'of the city
of Princeton. Newman !owes, de-
feated republican, also flied notice of
oontess, against W. G Throckmor-
ron, the anterattet eftroditlate for cove
ty ascersor. and theft isserm•e likeli-
hood, of P, H. Dail* contesting the
eiectitaktrif J. 15licift Bather for coun-
ty attorney.
THE RIVERS POPULAR' WANTS
Young lady sterrographer desires a
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the change. Good references. Address
steamer Clyde will get out for the (:). A., this office.
Tennessee river. She _conics back
again next Monday night.
Tomorrow night late the steamer
Kentucky comes apt of the Tennes-
see river. She lays here until 5
o'clock Saturday afternoon before
getting awayon her return trip:
The Bob Dudley gets to Nashville 
tomorrow night or Friday and starts
back this way, getting here Sunday.
This morning at 8 o'clock there
gets out for Cairo the steamer Dick
Fowler. She comes back tonight
about Ii o'clock.
The Peters Lee passed here yes-
-tereter-bounel-for M•essrphis-iireett--C-tri-
cirmati. She gets to the former city
tomorrow and leaves there Firklay
afternoon on her return trip.
The Rees Lee pets to Olueismati
tomorrow and leave, Immediately
POIR RENT OR SALE-Resi-
dence at 837 Jefferson street, corner




re. ,,benice in West Flu& $30 ,.per 
mottrh. Apply L. S. DuBois.
1-OR RENT-Storeroom on Broad
way near Seinc.nth Apply DuBois &
Koib.
FOR SALE-One Buckts range,
"-with water-front. one kitchen cinet
andone 
cheap.
Icelad refrigerator, all near-
ly new; Address L., this of-
fice or ring phone 2136,
FOR SALE-Cheap. Property on
•
The City of Savannah passed out
of the Tennessee river last night en
route to St. Louis.
The City of Saltillo is due up to-
day bound for the Tennessee river
frOra St. Louis.










Mt. Cermet, 4.5; standing.
Nashville, 7.8; standing.
Pittsburg, 6.4; failing.
Davis Island Dam, 5.r; Palling.
St. Louis, so.6; rising




Yesterday morning word reached
here that the evening before at Jack
son, Tenn., there died the eldest son
of Revel. W. •Brackard, the minister
Who comes here to be presiding elder
for the Paducah district, sruceeding
Eider J. H. Roberts, who goes to
Jackson. ••
The young man was named War-
ner, and Mandan, While at the S. W.
Buret university of Jackson, he was
scuffling with Will Ryals, son of Dr.
Ryas, of Paris, Tenn., both young
men being students at the institution.
They lost their balance while play-
ing and fell thirty feet down a stair-
way, and BlacitanTs *Ulf was IMP
teed at the base. He was quickly
taken to the iiifitrnary, but expired
on the operating table. Both were
warm friends and Young Ryale deep
ly regrets the unfortunate affair.
• • • •
streets. Address H. Buck, 908 South
Eleventh street, Paducah, Ky.
LOST OR STRAYED-A sorrel
horse, 14 hands ,hgb; one eye put;
sunken piece on right side of rump
Einder return t 0719 S. Eleventh and
be rewarded.
TAKEN UP-Two bay mares have
been taken up by Jack S).rmstrong,
of the Blandville road. They lie 15
hands high. OWTICT call and get
them.
FOR RENT-Two furnisheci rooms
at 229 North Eighth St.
The Unitarians age closed out of
the Federal Council of Churches in
session in New York because the
council has in the preamble of its
constitution "fiestas Christ, our Di-
vine Lord and Savior," and the Uni-




We have added to our
fine stock of meats a full
line of fish, both fresh wa-
ter and salt water.
Fresh Water Salt Water
Buffalo Red Snapper
Cat Fish Spanish Macl
White Perch Smelts
Croppies Salmon
Will:- Meet in' Nashville ?Jay. 14"-teSteak cat
Nashville. Tenn., Nov. 21.-LA
officials from the Illinois Centraragj
the Soot/tern railroads are to meet
here today. It is not given out for
what purpose the gentlemen are com-
ing to the city, but they are no doubt
coning to cleat the deal for the =-
trance into this city of these two4kivs
over the leased Tennessee Central
railroad. There is particular interest
only in railroad clicks over the visit
of these officials bust at present.
Japan has concluded all arrange-
ments for a general protectorate
over Coma. ...e
IliOST-Lady's closed face watch,
stens-winder, with, "K. J. B." engrav-
ed on' fete*, and Kate •Batseee name
ingide the back. lanst on Broadway.
Whturn to Eater's pottery at Seventh
and Trimble and get reward.
CITY TAX NOTICE.
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY REMINDED THAT THE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY
TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. AFTER
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WILL BE ADDED TO
ALL UNPAID BILLS. WE DE-
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE
THIS PENALTY. KINDLY CALL
AT THE CITY TREASURER'S
OFFICE, CITY HALL, AND SET-
TLE, SOON AS POSSIBLE, AND
THT1S AVOID THE DISCOM-
FORT AND DELAY SO UN-
PLEASANT TO ALL IN THE















Prices: ss. 35. so, 75c and $x.00.
Smite on sale Saturday at 95., nu;
Trout
)sillack Bass Oysters
We call the attention of
merchants to the fact that
Vie will fill all orders for
fish at any time of day






VAN DYKE & EATON CO.1
Wednesday Matinee-In the Hands
of the Czar. blight, Beware of Men.
Thursday Matinee-Camile. Night,
Great Poison Mystery.




Special vaudeville features between
every act.
PT 1C0S-I 0, 20 and 30c.
HAYES
Free Delivery- Telephone 756.
s5c Talcum . 15t
ssc Tooth Brush  15t
Ca so Hair Brush  $1.00
$100 Bath Brush
ssc Tooth Paste  
Crystal Velvet  
Complexion Brushes, Toilet Soap,
Violet Water, Extracts 41 odors.







Tel, 75411, 7th and Broadway.
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,

















P tt th 41.11 et:Oaf CO. •
.....7..=••••••=2111111
BRUSHES OF ALL KINDS
Cloth Brushes, Hair Brushes, Tooth Brushes, Nail
Brustes, Flesh Brushes, Infant Brushes, Etc.
We are over-atocked. That's all. We offer everything in this line at
COST OR LESS
Good all bristle Hair Brushes. worth 25C and aoc, for  15t
Extra fiine au brisallhieir -Brushes, cost $4 to 15 per dozen, for 35#
Bone handle badgers hAstle Shaving Brush. worth 5oc, for   215e
Shaving Brushes at 54. and lOta, worth twice our price.
IF YOU CAN 'USE BRUSHES, COMBS OR SOAP NOW IS THE




The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy. •
the Buffet
1(7 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
a C. _Gray, Proprietor.4
Catit OLD WINES "AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the
fine noonday lunch for 25 cent..
eatable line served to order. A
Our collection of Cut Glass is fascinating in its beauty and brilliancy.
It must be seen to get an idea of the variety and richness of design, as
well as the quality of workmanship.
r-Among the many different pieces may be baund the exact totgartdrur -
that one desires for one's own use, or for a gift at a very moderate price,
-Notice our Cut Glass window.
IL. WOW 4* Jeweler.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH) JR
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